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ABSTRACT 
The object of this investigation was to find a 
method for predicting the deformation of non-oscillating 
liquid droplets which are moving in liquid media, from a 
knowledge of droplet size and the physical properties 
of the continuous and dispersed phase systems. The 
deformation of thirteen liquid-liquid systems was 
experimentally studied in this investigation, and these 
systems are listed below, the dispersed phase given 
first: 
1. Nitrobenzene in water 
2. Carbon tetrachloride in water 
3. Water in methyl isobutyl ketone 
4. Water in hexane 
5. Bromobenzene in water 
6. Aniline in water 
7. Nitrobenzene in glycol 
8. Glycol in hexane 
9. Water in corn oil 
10. Glycol in benzene 
11. Water in benzene 
12. Benzyl alcohol in hexane 
13. Glycol in methyl isobutyl ketone 
Data for the last three systems could not be obtained 
for experimental reasons. 
ii 
The existing empirical graphical correlation of 
Harmathy predicted the drop deformation (in the form of 
eccentricity) of the systems studied in this investigation 
and in the literature with an average absolute deviation 
of 13.6 percent. Five new empirical correlations were 
obtained for predicting drop deformation as eccentricity. 
The following two correlations have been recommended 
for use: 
where, 
E = 1.0 + O.l23Eo 
E = 1.0 + 0.091We 0 ·95 
E = the droplet eccentricity 
Eo = Eotvos number 
We = Weber number 
The average absolute deviation of the calculated 
eccentrici'ties from observed eccentricities for the ten 
systems used in this study and 39 systems reported in 
the literature are 7.8 and 6.2 percent for the above 
two correlations, respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the physical separation and chemical 
reaction operations in the field of chemical engineering 
reqire intimate contact of two immiscible fluids. 
Examples of these operations are gas ~bsorption and 
liquid-liquid extraction. In the case of liquid-liquid 
systems, often one liq~id is dispersed in the form of 
droplets in the other liquid in order to provide a 
maximum surface contact area between the two liquids. 
1 
A familiar example of one type of equipment used for this 
purpose is a spray column. The design of such equipment 
requires knowledge of droplet mechanics, interfacial area 
(shape and number of droplets), gross flow patterns of 
the two phases, and the rate of interphase mass transfer. 
Liquid droplets traveling through a liquid 
medium behave differently than solid spherical particles. 
When a liquid drop moves through another liquid medium, 
the following may occur: (a) circulation of the 
constituent liquid may take place inside the drop, 
(b) the drop may be distorted in shape, (c) prolate-
. oblate oscillation in drop shape may occur, or (d) the 
droplet may breakup into smaller droplets (4). Droplets 
in liquid ~edia fall or rise, dependine upon the ctennities 
of the two liouids. Small drops travel straight, but as 
the size increases, motion becomes zigzag depending upon 
the physical properties of the systems. rrhe velocity of 
the drops in liquid media can be calculated from the 
empirical correlation of Hu and Kintner (8). 
The surface area of a d.rop depends not only upon 
its size, but on its shape. Since liquid drops are seldom 
perfect spheres, their surface area can not be accurately 
calculated by a knowledge of volume alone. As the droplet 
becomes distorted, its surface area increases. Since heat 
and mass transfer rates depend on interfacial area of 
the dispersed phase, it is very important to know the 
accurate surface area of the drops. The rate of mass 
transfer to droplets is also related to the shape of the 
dispersed particle as indicated by the work of Skelland 
and Cornish (21). Therefore, the object of this 
investigation is to obtain an accurate method of predicting 
the surface area of distorted non-oscillating drops 
moving in liquid media from a knowledge of system 
physical properties and droplet volume. 
II. LITEB.NrURE REVIEW 
A. Introduction to Drop Mechanics 
Particle mechanics is of considerable importance 
in the field of chemical engineering. The following 
cases may occur in practice: (1) the motion of solid 
particles in a gas or liquid media, (2) the motion of 
gas bubbles in a liquid media, (3) the rrwtion of liquid 
droplets in a gaseous media, and (4), the case with 
which the present work is concerned, motion of liquid 
droplets in a liquid medium. 
The velocity and the drag coefficients of particles 
have been extensively studied for all the. cases mentioned 
above, and a good summary is available in the Chemical 
Engineers Handbook (18). The gas and liquid particles 
differ from rigid particles in that their shape deforms 
easily and in that motion (circulation) occurs within the 
particle. Investiga.tions of the shape of liquid droplets 
and their deformation are reported in the literature (6, 
7, 11, 13). There is, to this date, no satisfactory 
empirical or theoretical method available which can be 
used to predict the shape of liquid droplets when in 
4 
motion relative to 8.nother liquid. 
A brief survey of particle mechanics connected 
with the present investigation is presented here. 
13. Mechanics of Rigid Particles 
The mechanics of rigid particles is the simplest 
of those mentioned above, and an understanding of it is 
necessary before we extend the investigation to liauid 
droplets. 
A rigid particle in motion, under the influence 
of a uniform gravitational field, accelerates first and 
firrally reaches a constant maximum veloci t;y known as 
the terminal velocity. The friction between the particle 
and fluid, arising from relative motion between the two, 
increases with velocity until the frictional resistance 
or drag equals the accelerating force and the terminal 
velocity results. A mathematical relation between the 
forces exerted on the particle during motion is presented 
in Brown (2). The drag force on the particle is given 
by. ( 18) 
(2.1) 

















2 g M ( Pd - Pc) 
{6 Pd Ap c 
mass of parti9le, lbm 
drag force on the particle, lb force 
drag coefficient 
projected area of the particle in the 
direction of motion, ft 2 
velocity of particle, ft/sec 
terminal velocity of particle, ft/sec 
density of particle, lbn/ ft3 
::: density of liquid, lbm( ft3 
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(2.2) 
~e drag .coefficient, 0, is a function of the 
Reynolo auber, Re (=deUt P04Jc). For Reynolds numbers 
l.ess than 0.3, flow is in the Stokes• Law realm, i.e., 
laminar flow. ~glon. Drag is fully viscous in this region, 
a.nd the vieeoJJt~r '01' the fluid is an important factor in 
determining the -:s.t.-.ce to flow. Drag also depends 
·•poa .. -.,·~•·•'•••.-·•f• the particle with 
:respect to the direction ot motion. In the Newton's 
Law region, i.e., Re between 1,000 and 200,000, the 
particle assumes a position which offers maximum 
resistance (18). 
Figure 1 represents the flow pattern round a 
falling solid sphere. Figure la represents flow lines 
where Stokesf Law holds (Re<l). Figure lb is for higher 
velocities. The boundary layer increases in thickness 
from point A, around the sphere until at a certain point, 
S, se11aration occurs and a new streamline is formed on 
the sphere. At still higher sphere velocities, edoies 
6 
and vortex ;rings are formed behind the sphere (Figure lc). 
At further increa~t1!fg speeds, the separation point of 
the streamlines moves forward along the sphere to point 
• A •. The eddies introduce increased resistance to flow, 
and the viscosity- of the continuous phase liquid becomes 
less important. The viscosity becomes a negligible 
ft.te't~n." in d\ttermining the resistance when the flow 
oond:itidn~ become completely turbulent (Re >l,OOO). 
1'he drag coeffici~nj;, C, is fairly constant (0=0.44) 





















a b c 
Figure 1. Flow pattern around a falling solid sphere. 
1. Formation of L~quid Droplets. Drops are 
generally formed by forcing the liquid through a nozzle 
or nozzles into the continuous phase liquid. Pulsating 
sieve plates, rotating discs, and other means are also 
used to form the liquid droplets. 
8 
For drop formation from single nozzles at low 
nozzle flow rates, drops form ind.ividually at the nozzle 
tip and grow in size until bouyance force (or gravitational 
force) overcomes interfacial tension forces holding the 
droplet to the nozzle, and the drop is released. At 
higher flow rates, jets, are formed or in some cases 
even atomi~ed sprays of droplets may result (11). The 
rate of drop formation affects the drop volume after 
detachment (10). Nuil and Johnson (16) give a correlation 
which predicts the volume of individual drops formed at 
single nozzles within 20 percent accuracy throughout 
the range of nozzle flow rates for which 'Ul'liform drop 
$iz:ee are obtained. 
2. ~'Et:mQ;l;l;lal. l'•locity. In case of liquid-liquid 
systems, the dropl:et fall (or rise) velocity, shape, 
drag coe:f:fioient:, anti the internal circulation within 
the liquid droplets are all i;nterdependent. The fluid 
mechanics ect of the problem is very c 
· not y·ield to an easy analytical solution. 
Like solid particles, droplets after formation 
first accelerate and then reach a constant terminal 
velocity. The terminal velocity depends upon the size 
s 
of the drop and physical properties of the system .. 
Fili!,'Ure 2 is a typical plot of terminal velocity versus 
equivalent drop diameter. Ou~es simila.r to Figure 2 
have been. reported in literature by several authors ( 4, 
8,11,13). The terminal velocity increases almost 
linearly with drop diameter up to a certain point, 
region to 2 in the Figu.re 2 .. Ther~after, the slope 
decreas$s s.lld a :peak is reached (point 3) • \Vi th further 
increases i.n d~p d:iameter, the terminal velocity starts 
decreasing fregi.on 3 to 4) .and then gradually the curve 
b.co~teS IJ.UtOst h~ri.ll~ntal C~$g:i.On 4 to 5), i .• e., the 
te~na.l p;t~O'''t10all.y constant.. A sta,ge 
9 
i$ r~aclted fttr~he:t in.orease in drop diameter 
results in the breaking of the drop into smaller droplets. 
For comparison JUrpos~s, the dashed curve on Figure 2 
represents the q~li.itative behavior of a solid sphere. 
Notic$ absU:.rTed in the region where 








Equivalent drop diameter, de 
10 
Figure 2.·Terminal velocities of liquid drops· in liquid 

















Figure 3. Hu and Kintner correlation for terminal 
velocity of liquid drops ~(8). 
11 
rrhe ·peak Velocity is the maxi "'TI.Um veloci t;y that a 
drop in any liquid system can attain. Liauid syste"'ns vri th 
smaller density differences, 6. P, between the continuous 
phase and dispersed phase liquids have lower peak 
velocities than those systems having greaterD.P(lO,ll). 
At the peak velocity, drops start oscillating between 
the oblate and prolate shape. Drops, larger in size 
than those corresponding to the peak velocity (point 3), 
have oscillations and occasionally move in a zigzag 
path instead of a straight nath as smaller size drops. 
The actual vectorial velocity of drops having zigzag 
motion is higher than the apparent measured velocity (8). 
Calculation of the peak velocity is described in the 
following section. 
Hu and Kintner (8) have presented a correlation 
for nine liquid systems in the form of a single curve, 
t:;p:l . g 
drag coefficient ( C== j 8 2 ) , 
de ut Pc Ut 
eft ) , Reynolds number 2 3 
Figure 3 relates the 
Weber number (We= Pc 
deUtPc (Re== /lc ) , and a physical property group 
The curve which is a plot of log(C•We·PO.l5) 
(P= {:6 cJ'" ) • 
gf.l 't tJ) 
versusc 
( 0 15) log Re·P • , can be used directly to predict the 
terminal velocity of a drop when equive.lent droplet 
diameter and physical properties of the system are known. 
12 
The error involved i.n the prediction of Ut ic generally 
less than 10 percent. The range of Re covered in the 
investigation was 10 to 2,200. 
Klee and Treybal (13) studied the fall of single 
liquid drops for eleven systems in which the interfacial 
tension ranged from 0.3 to 42.4 dynes/em. Through 
dimensional analysis of 
* f (de, U t, g, f-1-c, ~, {J, b.P, (f''~) = 0 
they obtained the relation 
The exponents 'a', 'b' , 'e', 'h', and I ; I • 
t! ' 
(2.3) 
(2 .. 4) 
and coeffici.ent 
'm' are empirical constants. They proposed two equations 
for calculating the terminal velocity of the drops: 
Re = 22.2 c-5•18we•O.l69 
Re = 0.00418 c2•91we-l.Bl 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Eqaation ( 2. 5) applies to the region v1here l\ increases 
with drop diameter, and equation (2.6) a:pplies to the 
terminal Velocity region to the right of the peak 
(Figu.re 2}. The ,<e)".rote involved in the use of equation 
( 2. 5) and equa-t;ion (2. ~) for the authors' (Klee and Treyba1) 
and 2.82 percent • The 
* Symbols are defined in Nomenclature, page 110~. 
data of Hu and Kintner (8) show 15.2 and 5.5 percent 
error respectively, for the equations (2.5) and (2.6). 
Klee and Treybal inferred that the Hu and Kintner 
13 
correlation is good for high interfacial tension systems, 
and thus equations (2.5) and (2.6) are good for systems 
having low interfacial tension. The velocity data of 
Keith and Hixson (ll) show a 4.5 percent error when 
compared with the Klee and Treybal correlations. 
Johnson and Braida (10) report verification of 
the Hu and Kintner correlation with their data of organic-
aqueous systems. However, they suggest a continuous phase 
viscosity correction factor for the correlation to 
correct for the effect of high continuous phase viscosit~a 
Their new correlation is a plot of LnJ:9·We·P0 • 1 5/<J.k/tJ.a~~ 
versus Ln(Re/P0 •15 ). Thi~ new correlation fits all their 
data, including systems which had 28.5, 60, and 75 
percent glycerine as the continuous phase and which 
could not be fitted on the Hu and Kintner plot. 
In the turbulent region (Re>500), Harmathy (7) 
shows that the terminal velocity is independent of 
drop diameter. 
u.t .. = 1.53. (~i Jlf. (2.7) 
Elzinga and Banchero (4) studied the effect of 
surface active agents on the water and Dowtherm A+E 
system. Comparison of the observed terminal velocity 
with those calculated from the Klee and Treybal (13) 
and Hu and Kintner (8) correlations show that very pure 
liquids have higher velocities than those predicted by 
both of the correlations. The correlation of Klee and 
Treybal predict terminal velocities which are close to 
14 
the observed value for the systems treated with surfactant 
powder. Elzinga and Ranchero conclude that surfactants 
affect drop velocities regardless of changes in such 
physical properties of the systems as interfacial tension, 
density, and viscosity. 
3. Peak Velocity. The peak velocity has been 
described in the previous section. The distinct break in 
the Hu and Kintner correlation, Figure 3, is in the 
Reynolds number region approximately corresponding to 
that where the peak terminal velocity occurs. Hu and 
.Kintner found that at the peak velocity 
(Ut)p = 1.23 (~) p-0.238 
or (Ut)p = 1.23 {~) ( ~.2cJ;;}-0,238 f..4 g~f1 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and peak velocity, (Ut)p ;.is independent of drop 
diamet•:"+ . ~~~.'~~--)'.' ~:bAiJ~.ri'tnl that 
l5 
(We) = 3.58 (2.10) 
'-p 
and thus (de )p 3.58 cJiJ 2 (2.11) ·- ( --- )/ (U ) Pc t p 
Johnson and Braida (10) noticed that the drop 
begins to oscillate as the drop size approaches the peak 
value of the terminal velocity. The equivalent drop 
diameter at peak terminal velocity, (d ) , can also be 
e p 
obtained by simu.l taneously solving Klee and Treybal's 
equations (Equation 2.5 and 2.6) given on page 12. 
4. Wall Effect on Velocity.When the annular snace 
between drop and walls holding continuous media is small, 
wall effects appear. The terminal velocity of the drop is 
reduced, and in some cases, the shape of the droplet may 
be altered because of the proximity of the walls. The 
following relation of Strom and Kintner (19) gives an 
estimate of the reduction of droplet velocity as a 
function of the droplet to column diameter ratio: 
where, de == equivalent drop diameter, em 
D == diameter of the column, em 
Ut = terminal velocity in restricted media, em/sec 
Uoo = terminal velocity of drop in infinite media, 
em/see 
16 
The proximity of the wall causes turbulence in the 
continuous phase and inauces oscil1ations in the drop 
shape. 
Harmathy (7) presents the correlation 
d 
= o.881J-(i)2 ~ _ g_ Eo .. (de)3/2J (Eo) 4 e 4 3 l+Eo D (2.13) l+(n) 
which can be used to predict the terminal velocity of 
drops, including cylindrical drops, in the region Re)500. 
5. Drag Coefficient. The force balance (9) for 
the ver~ical motion of a drop through a stagnant 
continuous phase of infinite extent can be written as: 
2 
1j dj{d ~~ = 7[ dj g (~ - {1:) - 7[ c de2 ~u (2.14) 
The drag coefficient, c, is defined as: 
(2.15) 
Because of the undefined shape of a liquid drop, the 
geometry is usually assumed to be spherical. and the 
value of C allowed to vary to adjust this assumption to 
the actual facts. To integrate equation (2.14), the drag 
coefficient li.Uet bt lo4onas af\Ulction of other variables. 
Figure 4- is a typical plot of C a.n;ai:nst Re on a 
log log scale. Hu and Kintner's studies (8) of the drag 
' '7 Lt 
coefficient of liquid drops for nine systems show no 
marked difference between the C of liquid drops and that 
of rigid spheres up to a Re=300. After the limiting Re 
range is passed, the Ln(C) versus Ln(Re) curves for the 
liquid systems depart from the curve for solid spheres, 
but still retain a somewhat similar pattern. At first, 
C decreases only very slightly with increasing Re for a 
rather large Re range, but when the Re reaches a certain 
value, C starts to increase abruptly within a narrow 
range. The onset of drop oscillation is the cause of this 
abrupt change. After the abrupt rise, the curve proceeds 
at a more or less constant slope until the critical drop 
size is reached and droplet breakup occurs. The range of 
Reynolds number where the drag coefficient stays somewhat 
constant corresponds to the region where zigzag motion 
and drop oscillation occur. The probable reason that C 
remains constant is that.the apparent velocity is lower 
than the actual vectorial velocity. 
Drag coefficient, C, versus Reynolds number, Re, 
curves similar to those of Hu and Kintner were obtained 
by Licht and Narasimhamurty (15), and also by Klee and 






Curve for rigid spheres?~':'" 
Ln(Re) 
Figure 4. Drag coefficient of liquid drops in liquid 





Figure 5. Circulation within a liquid drop, (2.). · 
Figure 6. A spherOidal.1• shaped liquid drop. 
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Treybal (13). The drag coefficient for all ten systems 
that Klee and Treybal studied fell below the curve for 
rigid spheres in the low Re region. This difference in 
behavior is very likely because of internal circulation 
within the drops. Johnson and Braida (10) found that C 
versus Re curves for liquid drops in the low Re range 
fall close to that for solid spheres. They observed that 
the slight difference between the curves for solid spheres 
and liquid drops is due to possible distortion of the 
shape of liquid drops. 
Harmathy (7) by dimensional analysis has shown that 
c = f(Eo) (2.16) 
His plots of C*/Cs against Eo resulted in a smooth curve 
and support his th~.ory. C* is the drag coefficient of the 
drop and Cs is the drag coefficient of a sphere having a 
diameter equivalent to that of the drop, Eo is EotvOs 
number. 
Elzinga and Banchero (4) report C versus Re curves 
in the low Re region for liquid droplets. The curves show 
the same general pattern as found by previous authors 
and fall below the curve for solid spheres. The previous 
workers explained the lower values of C for liquid drops 
by attnbUt.tng ·the phenomena totally to the absence of 
?0 
skin friction because of circulation within the droplets. 
Elzinga and :Ranchero point out that skin friction is a 
small fraction, only about ten percent of the total drag 
in the low Reynolds number region. The observed reduction 
in C for liquid drops is sometimes as high as forty 
percent. Therefore, internal circulation must have 
additional effects on drag besides lowering the skin 
friction. 
6. Circulation within Droplets(25). When liquid 
droplets travel through a viscous continuous phase, the 
surface of the drops is carried from the forward 
stagnation point to the rear by shear at the interface. 
Unlike a rigid sphere, the droplet surface is mobile. It 
has been observed that the lower the interfacial tension, 
the higher the mobility of the drop surface; therefore, 
the possibility of internal circulation is increased. The 
mobility of the drop surface and internal circulation 
decrease the drop drag coefficient below that for solid 
spheres. The effect of internal circulation is to reduce 
the boundary layer thickness and, for the extreme case, 
i.e., full internal circulation, the boundary layer 
thickness is zero. The critical drop diameter at which 
full internal circulation is reached is given by Eond 
and Newton (l) in the following empirical expression: 
21 
(2.17) 
where, (de)c is critical drop diameter. 
Bond and Newtons data show that the circulation 
begins where drop diameter, de' is about O.l(de)c , and 
is completed when d = (d ) • Thus, the above empirical e e c 
equation must be consic'l.ered as only an approximation. 
Surface-active substances, which are strongly 
absorbed at liquid-liquid interfaces, may prevent surface 
motion and internal circulation by making the surface 
relatively rigid. It can be expected that rates of fall 
(or rise) will be closer to those expected for rigid 
spheres. This has been widely observed (4). 
7. Shape. A moving drop is distorted by the local 
forces acting on its surface. These forces are caused by 
differences in hydrostatic head, shear stress, internal 
and external fluid motion, and interfacial tension. The 
distortions are of two basic types: those of an 
equilibrium nature, and those of an oscillating nature 
resulting from vibrations about this equilibrium 
pos1 tion (9) • 
?2 
The drag coefficient is a function of the shape of 
the moving particle. Any distortion in the shape will have 
a marked effect on the motion of the fluid particle. In 
addition, such distortion would have an effect on the 
magnitude of the surface area of the drop and, thus, on 
the rate of heat and mass transfer. 
The shape of fluid particles is determined by the 
forces acting along their surface. The pressure exerted 
by the surrounding fluid on a moving sphere is not 
uniform. The pressure distribution is not exactly known 
even for the simple geometry of a sphere. Within a drop, 
since the fluid motion is slight, the pressureis esffintially 
uniform except for gravitational head. Since the pressure 
distribution around moving liquid droplets is not known, 
the theoretical calculation of the shape can be assumed 
to be spheroidal (see Figure 6) with axis in the direction 
of motion and deformation expressed as eccentricity. 
Eccentricity, E = ~ 
where, a = horizontal diameter 
and b = vertioal diameter 
Qualitative observations of droplet shape by Licht 
and Narasimhamurty (15) in 1955 are summarized below: 
1. The sllla;ller size drops are less deformed than 
larger ones and are 'nore nearly spherical. 
2. Some of the deformed drops in the larger size 
show unsteady-state vibrations (oscillations) 
in shape. 
3. Deformed but non-oscillating droplets fall 
with an uniform velocity. 
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4. Drops with vibrations show unequal velocities 
of fall when the ti:me interval for the measure-
ments of droplet velocity is reduced. 
5. Larger drops fall in zigzag paths. 
6. In many cases there is no axial symm~t~ in 
the shape of the drops. 
Keith and Hixson (11) photographed ~oving drops 
and measured the ratio of maxi:mu.m to minimum diameter. 
The eccentricity which they reported is the average of 
a large n~~ber of drops (of the same volume) which were 
sometimes oscillating. They observed that eccentricity 
of drops is directly proportional to drop size and 
difference in liquid densities.and inversely proportional 
to interfacial tension. The eccentricity varies almost 
linearly with equiva.lent diameter. (See Figure 7.) 
Jnee and Treyba.l (13} also reported observations 
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Figure 7. E versus de plots ·of Keith and Hixson (11). 
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Figure a •. E versus d8 plots of Garner and Tayeban (6). 
eccentrtci ty of tbe drops a.nd found t the n~la ti.on 
hetween the eccentricity e ter 
. b t ~· 11 ]' 1s rm s ·an"v:La y .. :tnear r all 
li'. 9 ) e ~. 1.gure .. They found the lo of 
the slope of the slope of eccentricity curves of the 
6_Ti' different systerns, i.e., log(~:;.d· J:') of the , when 
. AfP·5 . ·e 
ottect aga1r1st log( {Jt. ) of the systems re 'i , a. :tn 
a stre,ir;ht line. ( e F'igu.re 10.) 
have presented any correlation which could be used to 
predict the eccentricity of liquid of a 
:rhe J£ versus d 
e 
are od only for those syi:'ltems 
for '>Vhich they are plotted. 
Although, the ::1lope of E versus CUJ:"'\Tes of a 
system for vvhich t:..P and ULare known can calculated 
from JClee and T:reybal • s graphical correlation of 
,64' log(6d~:~) verEJus 
6 
£·5 log( (ri, ) , the slope is not useful 
unless at least one value of E corresponding to d8 is 
known. T'>Toti<ll13 
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ori n. (See s 7, 8 r~:cd 9.) T1:'1erefore, th.e int at 
ori ceu1. not be used with thc:d.r correlation. E:vt:-n 
if one of the eccentricity and correspon 
equivalent drop ter were knovm, this method 
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Klee and Treybal (13). 
e and (13). 
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serious drawback in that the calculated eccentricity may 
not be accurate enough for small size droplets for which 
eccntricity, E, is not directly linear with de. 
It has been observed that viscosity of the 
dispersed phase liquid affects the magnitude of the drop 
deformation. Garner and Tayeban (6) noticed, Figure 8, 
that 2-ethylhexane 1.3 diol drops (~ = 85 c.p.) have 
lower eccentricities than corresponding benzyl alcohol 
drops(~= 5.3 c.p.) although the density differences 
and interfacial tensions of the two systems are very 
close. The continuous phase liquid was water in both 
the cases. 
Elzinga and Eanchero (4) have reported that the 
addition of minute quantities of a surface-active agent 
greatly reduced droplet distortion for one of their 
systems. They speculate that the surface-active agent 
may have reduced internal circulation and that the reduced 
internal circulation resulted in less deformation .. They 
pointed out that ttasily measured properties such as 
interfacial tension1 density, and viscosity would not 
detect the px-esettoe of sul!'f&de-a:otive agents. 
Harma.thy (7) suggests that tbe shape of drops is 
a function of EotYos nwnber (=€£~). An anal;;rtict:.l 
study of the forces acting on the moving drop which 
leads to thi.s conclusion is given below. 
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The following assumptions are made to simlify the 
e1nalysis: 
where, 
1. The drop is moving upward at its terminal 
velocity, i.e., the accelerating forces are 
balanced by the retarding forces. 
2. The drop is symmetrical about its vertical 
axis, and its meridian curve is r = f{z) 
(Figure 11). 
The equilibrium of the forces is expressed by 
Pi = Phd + 1&-. + Phs 
Pi = Pia + 4_gz 
Phs= Pa + Agz + fJcgh 
r:tf(' l l ) :Q,. ;;::;u· ··~ + ·~ 









Figure 11. Forces acting on surface of a drop ( 7). 
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Figure 12. Eccentricity of fluid particles as a 
function of Eotvos numbe·r ( 7). 
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1 1 Ari thus p. = n + n gh + n gz + rr~ R + R ) + - 2. · ( 2 .. 2 3 ) lO .~a t-6 - f-6. V' 0 J. 1 . . .. 
combining equations (2.18) and (2.23) one has 
using 1 ~ as the characteristic length equation (2.24) in 
dimensionless form becomes 
Equation (2.25) represents the relationship between the 
shape of the drop and the characteristics of the drop. 
It can be assumed to represent a relationship of the 
form 
or 
In the turbulent flow region 







C is known to remain constant in turbulent flow region 
(for solid particles, l,OOO<Re< 200,000) and is a 
function of shape only. Therefore, from equation (2.29) 
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We = f 2(shape, Eo) (2.30) 
The Weber number, We, can be eliminated from equations 
(2.26) and (2.30) to give: 
(2.31) 
This would indicate that in the turbulent flow 
region for a given particle shape and Eotvos number, the 
Weber group does not impose an additional restriction 
on equation (2.26). Although Harmathy chose to eliminate 
the Weber group, the following relation would have 
applied equally well in the turbulent region: 
Shape = f 4(We) (2.32) 
Nomenclature of Harmathy: 
pi = internal pressure 
~d ·=:' )ey'droQ.ynamic pressure 
~. • hydrostatic preesure 
~ • pJas~'t'bie to;'in~~aolal forces 
pc10 = · 1.D.:tiiBIIIIAL.p9~4t ,at ·the leading point •o • 
Pa = atmospheric pressure 
de = equivalent diameter of drop 
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r == distance variable in the horizontal direction 
h,z 
== distance variable in the vertical direction 
ex == latitude on the :particle surface,dimensionless 
ut = terminal velocity of the drop 




= :principal curvatures of drop surface 
= i ~.·· ·~ ·· .. , drag coefficient 
- 1\;0g d; 
- (}i. , Eotvos number 
= Pc de U~ , Weber number ();. 
Figu.re 12 is the :plot of. eccentricity against 
Eotvos number as obtained by Harmathy. Points show a 
large deviation from the smooth curve·drawn by the author. 
Thus, Figure 12 does not exactly :prove Harmathy's 
suggestion tl!tat shape or eccentricity of a drop is a 
function of the Eotvos number. However, Harmathy explains 
the scatter by assu.ming that some of the drops were 
oscillating .. a,na the reported eccentrlci ty may not be the 
true . average e:~oerttricity. One should also remember that 
if equation {2 .• 27l il?.not applicable (i.e., Re < 1,000) 
then one is rest~~a~:e''~ tO the more general function 
Shape = f(We, Eo) 
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Harmathy has not given any equation for the smooth 
curve in Figure 12. (However, the author of th:i.s thesis 
fitted a·third order polynomial to the curve to aid in 
comparing the Hal:'!nathy correlation with those developed 
in this work.) Figure 12 includes some points which 
represent the eccentricity of liquid drops fal1ing in 
air or of gas bubbles rising in liquid :media. ~e cu.rve, 
therefore, is not drawn strictly for the liquid-liquid 
systems alone, and this makes its u.se uncertain for 
predicting the eccentricity of liquid drops moving in 
liquid media. 
It can be concluded, therefore, that there is no 
satisfactory method available which can be used to predict 
the eccentricity of liquid drops moving in liquid media. 
8. Oscillation. In a certain characteristic range 
of diameters, liquid. drops oscillate about their 
equilibrium shape. This phenomenon has been observed by 
many inv-estigators (4,6,10,1l,l3 1l5t19} .. A table is giv-en 
in Journal of Chemical ·and Engineering Data {14) which 
shows the eq;uivalent droplet diameter ranges, obtained by 
visual observations 1 f'>r a number of liquid-liquid systems 
. 
where oscillation occurs .. The P.resence of droplet 
oscillation. is found to enhance the f'lass transfer a.nd 
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heat transfer rates over those of non-oscillating drops (6). 
According to the recent paper of Schroeder and 
Kintner (20) on drop oscillation: 
1. Oscillation begins at or near the drop size 
corresponding to the peak velocity on the 
terminal velocity versus equivalent droplet 
diameter curve. (See Figure ~) 
2. A necessary condition for oscillation is the 
presence of a vortex trail which is the driving 
mechanism for oscillation. This requires a 
Reynolds number of at least 200. 
3. The oscillation described by the authors was not 
nozzle induced and did not decay with time. 
4. Drop breakup is not caused by normal oscillation. 
5. Velocity of fall does not affect the frequency 
of oscillation p.rovided the vortex trail is 
present to drive the drop oscillation .. 
6. Dispersed phase viscosityha.s very little effect 
on oscillation except at high viscosities where 
it damps thEtm out. 
7.. Oontinuou$ phallil.e visco.si ty does not af'fect 
oscillation as long as the vortex trail is 
present. The vortex trail is damped out, however, 
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at a fairly low continuous phase viscosity. 
8. The only type of oscillation the authors 
observed is the oblate-prolate type. This 
degenerates as the drops become large to random 
wobbling. Surface fluttering is observed in 
some systems but is not normally called 
oscillations. 
9. Maximum Drop Size. Hu and Kintner ( 8) while 
investigating the fall of single liquid drops through 
water found that the maximum or critical drop size of 
the system, above which the droplet breaks into smaller 
droplets, is dependent on the criterion: 
C•We = constant 
This leads to an equation for estimating the critical 
drop size from the density difference and interfacial 
tension of a system. The expression is 
( 2. 33) 
10. Ett eo t qf. DJ;e:e on .Ma$.s !i!'f!.!lst'er~ Mass 
transfer coefficie.nt are usually represented in form of 




The dimensionless groups require the characteristic 
dimension d1 representing the geometry of the body. In 
case of mass transfer between a spherical particle and 
the surrounding medium, Skelland and Cornish (21) have 
shown that the equivalent spherical diameter d9 is not 
the characteristic length but d1 defined as 
d _ total surface area of the bo~ 
1 - perimeter of the body norma! o fiow 
Skelland and Cornish (21) measured the individual 
continuous phase mass transfer coefficientf kc , for 
oblate naphtha:ilene spheroids in air. In their study they 
used spheroids of eccentricities 1, 5/4, 5/3, 2/1, 5/2, 
and 3/1, each having a major axis length of one inch. 
Their attempts to correlate k0 in the form. 
(2.36) 
are shown in the Figure 13 and 14. In Figure 13, 
characteristic dimension de was used, which resulted in 
a regular scattering of the data for the various spheroids. 
When the characteristic dimension d1 was used all data 
fell on a smooth curve, Figure 14. The equation 
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The characteristic dimension, d1 , in case of 
spheroids can be calculated theoretically, as shown 
below, if the equivalent diameter de and eccentricity E 
are known. 
E t .. ·t E 2a' ccen r1c1 y = ~
Volume of a spheroid formed by revolving the 
ED.ipse around its minor axis = J Tfa. 1 2b 1 
= J'TfE2 bJ 
'f( 3 
= b' de 
2 ...,.a,2 +-11'b'~- Ln(~) Surface of spheroid = u • k-e 
Perimeter of spheroid at its major axis= 2Tfa' 
Surface l [2 "17"a, 2 + ~' 2 Ln(!±!.)] ( 2. 38) Perimeter= 2;ra.• /'l e 1-e j 
dl 1 [ 2a' b'21 Ln(l+e>] = ~ + a' e l-e 
l [ 2b'E + b• 2 !. Ln(l+e>] = ~ 16'• e 1-e 
. e .. fl b' _·_._[ 2E + il-.1 . Ln(l•_·+' )]· 
. e 1-e· 
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dl = 1 (.¢~ J....~l/3 kE + ];_ IJn(~~ 2 ·o 4rr E~ L eE ~-ej 
= ~( ~-~)l/3 [ 2E + ~ Ln(tiJ] 
= !"11"2/3 [2E + -b;Ln<i~:)] 
~ {; (E'l)2 • 
' ( 2. 39) 
where, e = v.J.. ... 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Object of Investigation 
The object of this investigation is to obtain 
data on the deformation (eccentricity) of liquid drops 
falling in continuous liquid media. Special empha,sis is 
placed on the eccentricity data of drops in the low 
viscosity media {/lc < 0. 7 c .p.) and the high viscosity 
media (/.i.e? 2.0 c.p.). Besides eccentricity of the drops, 
their velocity and volume are also required. Densities, 
viscosities, and interfacial tension of the systems must 
also be determined. 
B. Materials 
.All the chemicals used in this investigation are 
described in the appendix .A. 
c. ~;ystems 
The dispersed phase liquid together with the 
continuous phase liquid constitute a system. In all, 
thirteen systems were experimentally studied in this 
work, ano are listed in Table I. 
No. Continuous Fhaee 
1.. Ni t:ro benzene Water 
2.. Carbon tetmonlort de Water 




























Continuous and dispersed phase liquids were 
selected which were practically immiscible. Before 
starting any experiment the continueus and dispersed 
phase liquids were mutually saturated for 48 hours or 
more. This precaution was taken to avoid a change in 
volume of the drops because of mass transfer between the 
two phases. The exception was corn oil and water; this 
system was investigated without prior saturation. In 
all cases the continuous phase liquid had a density 
lower than that of dispersed phase liquid, and hence the 
droplets fell through the continuous phase. 
D. Physical Properties 
The relevant physical properties of interest in 
this work are densities and viscosities of the continuous 
and dispersed phases and the interf'a.oia.l tension between 
the two phases. 
All the physical properties were measured at the 
same tempera.ture at which the eccentricity •xperiments 
were performed. 
i!lUI!!'lr· De:ns.i ty m.ea.eurements were made with a 
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pycnometer which <was calibrated with distilled water. 
The density of distilled water was obtained from Chemical 
Engineers Handbook, 4th Edition ( 17). 
Viscosity. Viscosity measurements were made with 
an Ostwald viscometer. The value of the viscosity of 
distilled water which was used for calibration was 
obtained from Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (26). 
Interfacial Tension. The interfacial tension 
between the various continuous and dispersed phases was 
measured by means of a Cenco duNouy Ring Tensiometer 
(70540), series no. 630. The correction to the apparent 
interfacial tension was applied in accordance with the 
instructions of Central Scientific Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
All the physical properties are listed in 
appendix B, !'fable IV. 
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shovm in 














Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the apparatus fo~ 
studying the shape of liquid droplets 
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is described below: 
Glass Column. I c I ' in Figure 15, is the Kim.ax 
glass coluJn.n, 
I.D .. = 7.6 em 
Height= 93 em 
'W' and 'W' are two optically plane parallel glass 
windows in the middle of the column. The bottom of the 
column is blank flanged with a stainless steel plate. 
The plate is tightened to the Kimax flange on the bottom 
of the column. 
The column, when held vertically with the help of 
clamps in a steel frame, serves as a container for the 
continuous phase liq_ttid through which liquid drops fell. 
The windows in the column provide access for photographing 
the falJ.ing drops without introducing distortions in 
the pictures. 
~ret. •B• is a 50 milliliter buret which has a 
straight tip with a flange instead of the usual stopcock. 
The flange is made to hold a Teflon needle valve (des-
cribed below). The bUret is clamped above the glass column 
along the axis. The dispersed phase liquid is stored in 
the buret; the volume of drops discharged into the 
continuous phase can be ree.d on the buret. 
Needle Valve .. A ],!anostat Teflon needle valve •v' 
is used. As descrlbel ab,ov~ it is attached to the lower 
tip of the buret, the othel!' end of the valve holds the 
various size nozzles.. The function of t'he valve is to 
control the flow rate of the dispersed phase into the 
nozzle and thus control the rate o:f" drop f'orntl!ftion. 
:Nozzles. Two types of nozzles were used: (l} 
hypodermic needles of sizes 15, 16, 18, 20, 2J tUJ.d 27; 
(2) self-made glass nozzles of different throat sizes. 
The back end of the glass nozzles was shaped into a 
small fl.ange to fit the heedle ,ye.l'Ve. , 
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O~el:!fl.• A 35 mm Nikkorex li' rH~lllera nth ;:5 nun, f/2 
len.s • ws.• U1Jed fqc;r photographing. the drops. 
,,_, 
Orltna't'Y 
£rorit· of the 
re:f'lectdr to form a light diffaser. Two plastic polaroid 
sheets 6" x 6" were placed on both sides of the column 
windows to get better contrast in the picture for some 
systems. 
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Whilf' usinf',' the polaroids j_ t VIlas thought that a 
polarized beam of liGht would illuminate the continuous 
liquid media, and the portion of the beam striking the 
droplet would be deflected. Therefore, when the droplet 
was viewed through an analyzer it appeared dark compared 
to the continuous media and gave a better contrast in the 
picture. This technique of photographing the droplets 
worked wSl with three systems: 
1. Water - methyl isobutyl ketone 
2. Water - hexane 
3. Bromobenzene - water 
Film. Film used was 400 ASA, Kodak Tri X. 
Stop Watch. A stop watch of accuracy 0.05 seconds 
was used in conjunction with the drop velooi ty meas1remente. 
M'isee~l&XlePus. Reynold•s Aluminium Foil and 
Saran Rap wertll fnquently used to cover the top of column 
and buret. This wa.s d:one to ndnimize the a())ntamination 
of the liquids by dust })ll:.:r~i·o:t$1t". Sai'>~'""Rap a.lld alttminin.m 
foil were also used to seal the ()111! ~llon liquid storage 
containers. 
F. Experimental Procedure 
The procedure followed in the experiments is 
described below: 
1. All the glass apparatus were washed with hot 
chromic acid and rinsed with laboratory 
distilled water before use. 
2. The glass column was clamped vertically in a 
steel support and filled with the continuous 
phase liquid up to about half:inoh from the top 
of the column. 
3. The buret was filled with the dispersed phas• · 
liquid and clamped above the column. The proper 
size nozzle was attached to the needle valve, 
and the buret. was lowered so :that the tip of 
. 
the nozzle was about one centimeter below the 
surface of the cont1nueus phase liquid. 
4.. !he light source wa.s placed a'bout ten inches 
behind the colwnn.wittdo'W. 
5. ft:L:e> :Oa.lllera •as fixed on a tripod two f~et away 
frita.·tle,:e.i~ll~Ut a.:ns and. :tt)e~ea ~n a. ~iai:Js rod 
J)J.~•l. $,$:~-4. -~ OOlUJnl'l. 
6. '!he shtttlft6r· :in 'the camera was. set at o. 001 
seconds for all the cases. The lens aperture 
was adjusted by trial and error to find the 
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correct aperture setting. 
7. The needle valve was opened, and the frequency 
of drop formation was adjusted to about ten to 
fifteen drops per minute. During each run the 
frequency of drop formation was checked four 
or more times. No appreciable change in 
frequency of formation was noticed. 
8. In order to calculate the volume of a drop, 
buret readings at the begining of a run and at 
the end of a run were recorded along with the 
total number of drops formed during the run. It 
was assumed that all the drOps formed had the 
same volume. 
9. In order to calculate the droplet fall velocity, 
the falling drops were timed with a stop watch 
between two markings on the column. The upper 
and lower markings in all the cases were at 
least 15 em from the top and bottom ends of 
the column, respectively. This was done to 
avoid end effects. Hence, the fall height used 
to calculate the droplet velocities was about 
50 om. Du.ring each run 20 or more drops were 
timed :for calculating the velocity. 
10. During a run three individual drops were 
photographed. The first photograph was taken 
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at the start of the run; the second photograph 
was taken almost at the middle of the run; and 
the third photograph was shot near the end of 
the run. 
Operations 8, 9 and 10 were performed during 
each run. 
11. The exposed film was developed, and the negative 
was cut into individual frames and mounted on 
2 x 2 inch Kodak Ready Mounts. 
12.. These transparencies were pro j eo ted through tl 
slide projector on to a paper sheet hooked on 
a wall. The outline of the drops image on the 
paper was then traced with pencil. Horizontal . 
and vertical drop diameters were recorded from. 
the above drawings. 
G. Calculations 
The recorded dataw~re used to calculate the 
following three quantities: 
(1) Drop velocity 




Ut = Average time of fall 
== em/sec ( 3.1) 
Equivalent Drop Diameter. 
Average volume of a drop = Total volume change in the buret 
NUmber of drops=tormed 
v V=N=ml 
Equivalent drop diameter, de = (~ V)l/3== em 
Eccentricity. 




Average eccentricity, E, of any drop size was obtained 
by taking the average of the three observation.s, 
(3.3) 
All calculations were made using an IBM 1620 
computer, and the velocity, equivalent diameter and 
eccentricity of drops are listed in appendix B. 
H. Results 
The calculated results are tabulated in appendix B. 
In the next chapter these results will be analyzed. 
Data on the benzyl alcohol ..- hexane system could 
not be obtained because benzyl alcohol formed a. jet 
spray in hexane; even the smallest size nozzle failed 
to form individual droplets. Therefore, it was impossible 
to measure velocity and volume of individual drops. 
~o other systems which failed to yield data are 
walier 1n benzene and glycol in methyl isobutyl ketone. 
In these two cases all attempts failed to produce sharp 
photographs of the droplets. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
As is indicated in the literature review section, 
no satisfactory method is currently available to predict 
the deformation of liquid drops moving in liquid media. 
In this study, special attention has been given to 
obtaining drop deformation data on the systems which 
cover a wide range of physical properties. The data 
reported in the literature which is presented in appendix 
B cover a very limited range with regard to continuous 
phase viscosity(~= 0.89 to 1.56 c.p.). This work 
includes systems with continuous phase viscosity as low 
as 0.31 centipoise and as high as 45.93 centipoise. 
While the data analysis for the present work was under 
way, a set of additional data was received from Dr. A.H. 
P. Skelland of Notre Dame University. The data are 
included in appendix B. 
A. Data. from Literature 
Only a sfll:&~':lJ•ilPortion of the literature data 
has been us•d in .thi.$ s~~Y, in addidtion to the data 
obtained in this project. All the data selected are for 
non-oscillating drops. The three key variables which 
were examined were the equivalent droplet diameter, 
terminal velocity and eccentricity. Since most authors 
have not indicatecd whether or not the droplets', were 
oscillating, it was necessary to devise a method for 
determining which droplets oscillate so that eccentricity 
data for oscillating droplets could be discarded. The 
data selection from literature is explained below. 
Klee (12): The terminal velocity, Ut' versus 
eq_uivalent droplet diameter, de, plots for the nine 
systems were constructed using all the data of the author. 
Drop diameters corresponding to the peak velocities were 
recorded. Data having a diameter equal to or larger than 
the peak velocity diameter for a particular system were 
rejected becuase those dr9plets were probably oscillating. 
In cases where the peak velocity was not very ob'Yious, 
personal judgement was used. Of the one hundred 8J'l:d four 
data points, thirtr- seven were rejected as possibly being 
oscillating droplet data. 
Gamer and faye ban ( 6): Data available for the 
two systems in this case were physical properties of the 
systems, equivalent drop diameters, eccentricities, and 
the corresponding Reynolds numbers. First, velocities 
of the drops were back-calcualted from the Reynolds 
numbers (Ut = Ref.(c/deJ?::).. '-Phe:n, n" clure similar to 
above vras used. for data selection. Of the seventeen da,ta. 
points, eleven were rejected as pos bly being oscillating 
droplet (lat::t. 
Keith and Hixson (11): Equivalent drop diameters 
oorres:ponding to the peak velocities of the si:x 
were read directly from their versus 
velocity d.iameters were then marked for each system on 
the ecoentrici ty versus equivalent diameter plots .. Va.lU'i~lH?J 
of d8 , Ut and E for non-oscillating drops were read from 
these .Plots. The equ:Lvalent diaJO.eter versus ecoEH'ltrioi ty 
plot is given in the appendix B. 
Wellek {24): equivalen.t di ter, t.erminal velooi ty 
and eccentrioi ty data, for s:Lx systems 
f of the systems were mutually satura,ted, half 
were unsaturated. Of the thirty fivedata points, fifteen 





the first case :wd 
data fot n<:Hx-osoilla:ting dro;pe aeleoted. Of the ei,?;}lty 
data points, thirty two were rejected as possibly being 
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oscillating. 
B. Regression Analysis 
The eccentricity of droplets is a function of 
many variables, 
(4.1) 
The object of this investigation is to determine the 
above functional relation. Attempts to derive a correlatio'' 
between the variables from an assumed theoretical model 
have not been successful (7). One approach to the 
solution of such a difficult problem is the method of 
correlation by dimensional analysis. It can be shown that 
the above relation may be reduced to the following 
relation by dimensional analysis: 
E - f (de u l Po .. de u t 11 ~e2 ul & ) ( 4. 2) 
- 2 Qi. ' f.lc ' cfi. ' g de ' /).d 
or identifying the dimensionless groups symbolically 
E ~ f 2 ( We , Re , EO , Fr, it ) (4.3) 
The number of independent variables in the functional 
relation has been reduced from eight in equation (4.1) 
to five in equation (4.3). The functional relation f 2, 
however, is still unknown. In this wor~, f 2 , is assumed 
to have an ex:ponential foX'JJ. 
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(4.4) 
Inspectionof the above relation ind.icates a serious 
deficiency. It is well known that as either de or Ut 
approaches zero (and hence, We, Re, Eo, and Fr approach 
zero), the droplet eccentricity, E, should approach unity. 
J};quation (4.4), however 1 suggests that the eccentricity 
approaches zero. Therefore, equation (4.4) was further 
modified to the following form 
E = a 0 Weal Rea2 E6a3 Fra4 ~)a5 + 1.0 
or E*= (E-1.0)= a0 Weal Rea2 Eo8 3 Fra4 (~)a5 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The constants in the above relation were determined by 
means of a multiple regression analysis program outlined 
by M.A. Efrymson ( 3). This program is listed in the 
University of Missouri, Rolla Computer Science C~nter 
as STST04. The program uses a modified least square 
technique. Equation (4.6) must first be linearized by 
a logarithmic transformation as follows: 
ln(E-1) = ln(a. ) + a1 .• 1n(We) + a 2ln(Ra) 0 




that it does 
not fit to all of the five inde-
pendent variables .. It first searches for the independent 
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variable, for example ln(We), 'Yhich has the most important 
effect on ln(E-1). The first correlation would ;then be 
The program gives the standard error of the correlation, 
S [ln(E-1)} , the value of ln'(a!0 ) and a!1 , and also the 
standard error of the co•effioient ~ (from Which the 
ninety f'i'te percent confidence limits of 8!1 are deternd.ne(f. 
~he program is such that the next step is a search 
for the second most important variable, say ln~). 
A second correlation would then be obtained 
ln(E-1) = ln(a011 ) + a1•ln(We) + a•ln•) 2 · ..~.··• (4.9) 
The process is continued automatically unt.tl'apoint is 
reached where with the eft \tot of additional .'¢.a:d,.ables 
on the eorrelatioa ie ste't.iitioally insi¢fteut .,t-r all 
of th• independent variablt-.. ~re ~ntroduoed. 
. '~' 
!w'o tunctioue· direot1yt~~i~ai'o·'fftl~· p·nt~ary 
Variables Were a.tlaqzed l1Sing the re~iJ~~9X\ ~ysis 
pro_,.._. ~-1 *"' 
E• = E-1 = a0 d!l u~2 cJ'f31J!c4f1!5fl6APa7 
-~ .·.~.··~~.~.:a •~t)'' ~1 cllf.J-~2 ~3 fi~ ~ph; 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Equation (4.11) was studied because it does not employ 
the terminal velocity, U t, and may be used for a quick 
estimate of eccentricity. Also it should be recalled 
that Ut is a function of all the other independent 
variables. 
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The following function was also studied 
E* = E-1 = c Eo 
. 0 (4.12) 
An ordinary regression analysis program was used for 
this simple linear function. 
After the constants in each function were determined 
by the regression analysis programs, the average absolute 
percentage deviation* o:f the calculated eccentricities 
from. the experimentally observed eccentricities was 
determined :for each correlation. The lower the average 
absolute percentage deviation for a correlation, the 
more desirable the correlation becomes. 
Fiv& ¢¢)rrelationswhich are probably the most 
useful are listed in Table II, page 6.2 Correlation 
number II is due to Ha:rmathy and was not de'?'eloped in 
this investigation .. 
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c. Results 
The following five correlations were obtained by 
regression analysis of two hundred and 'eight data points 
representing forty five systems: 
E = 1.0 + O.l23E5 (4.13) 
E = 1.0 + 0. 089 oro. 82 d~. 9~rJ. 79 /A-~0. 44 f..{40 .11 
{4~14} 
E = 1.0 + 0.091We0•95 (4.15) 
E = 1.0 + 0.092We0.98~/~)0.06 (4.16) 
E = 1.0 + O.lJ7U~.8lot0.97 d!.07 /l.a0.08 (4.17) 
The graphical solution of Harmathy for predicting 
eccentricity of the drope or bubbles is shown in Figure 12. 
An analytical relation 
E = o.815 + o.22Eo - 5.3xlo-3:Eo2 + 4.47xlo-5Eo3 
(4.18) 
was obtained by carefully fitting a third order 
polynomial to the curve in Figure 12 by least squares 
curve fitting techniques. 
The average absolute percentage deviation, defined 
as 
(4.19) 
was also calculated using the two hundred ana eight data 
points for all the atlove correlations and are listed in 
Table II. The 95 percent confidence limits of the 
important constants are also listed. 
In addition to the regression analysis programs 
used, an attempt was made to graphically correlate the 
data. After considerable trial and error, a plot of 
Ln(E·Re) against Ln(Eo·We) resulted in a set of parallel 
straight lines. (See Figure 24, page 109.) In the figure, 
each straight line represents a system. The slope, of 
the straight lines are approximately 0.5. 
D. Discussion of Results 
Eccentricity data from a total ot f<Irt)' fi~e 
liquid-liquid systems b.ave been studied, co"reri~:tg at 
wide range of physical prop~rties. OUt of forty five 
systems, ten systems were experimentally stu.died in 
the present wo:rk, and the data on the remaining thirty 
five systems were obtained from literature or elsewhere*. 
* Dr. A.H.P. Skelland 
Dr. R.M. Wellek 
I ~ 
TABLE II 
Correlations 1 through 6 with 95 Percent Confidence Limits of Key :Parftmeters 
Correlation -
No. 
1 .. E = 1.0 + 0.123E6 7.8 
+ 0.123 - 0.000046 




E = 1.0 + 0.089cfl0.823 d~.92b.rf·79 J./;;0.441 /ld_0.114 
-0.823 2: 0.106; 1.92 :t 0.26; 0.'79 :t 0.14 
-0.441 ± 0.12 ;-0.114 ± 0.06 
E = 1.0 + 0 .. 091We0 •953 




E = 1.0.-1-: 0.092We0 ·984 (/J..c//J.d)0.063 
0.984 ~ 0.084; 0.063 ± 0.04 
E = 1.0 + 0.137p-~·81 cfi.-0.97 d~.07 fJ..a0.078 
1.81 ~ 0.18; -0.97 ± 0.088; 1.07 ± 0 .. 16; 








The range of physical properties of the systems 
ana certain important dimensionless groups covered in 
this study are given in ~able I~I. 
The five new correlations obtaned in this work 
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and the Harmathy relation (correlation 2) for predicting 
the eccentricity of liquid drops in liquid media are 
discussed here in detail. The average percentage deviation 
for correlations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, is 7.8, 13.6, 7.4, 
6.2, 6.0 and 5.9, respectively. The cor~lations obtained 
in this work are a significant improvement over the 
Harmathy correlation (number 2). The values of the 
exponents of correlations 3, 4, 5, and 6 are analjrzed 
:i.n Table II where the ninety five percent confidence 
limits of the exponents are, given. 
Correlation 6 gives th~ sma.llest'average percentage 
deviation, and judged on this basis it is the best 
correlation for predicting d:l'Op eccentricity .. However, 
the difference in average percentage deviation between 
correlations 4., 5 and 6 a:re not large. !he c¢nstan.ts 
and exponents on the Weber group in correlations 4 and 5 
at:'& es.se~t.i~ll.l .. iib:~ i~•, bU"'t ~~rl'el$-tion 5 has an extra 
~- --. ___ -: -.. >-:.-.-- . __ , ,· !•' '---.>::~:· / '·_' <::,· :< ;.-:_>~<-; .:---;:" ~" 
dim•nsioZJ:it~$s.····~~tip 
TABLE III 
Range of Physical Properties of the Systems and Certain 
Important Dimensionless Groups Covered in this Study 
Variable Symbol Range Units 
Interfacial tension a 0.30 to 42 .. 4 dynes/om 
Continuous phase centi-
viscosity f1c 0.31 to 45.9 poises 
Dispersed phase cnu:rti-
viscosity fl.a. 0 .. 48 to 85 .. 0 , poises 
Continuous phase A density 0.6655 to 1 .. 1995 g.m/ml 
Dispersed phase 
gm/ml density f& 0.7723 to 1 .. 6740 
Reynolds number Re 5.29 to 1354 ftone 
Weber number We 0 .. 16 to 12 .. 58 none 
Eotvos nu.mbe:r Eo 0.14 to 10 .. 10 none 
Viscosity ~j;io ltelfltt 0.011 'teO .. 4 none 
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E = 1.0 + 8.091 We0 •95 cor. 4 
cor. 5 
The exponent on the group (/J.c/J.l0) is 0.06 which is 
quite small .. Therefore, (/lc//)..d)0 •06 could be approximated 
by 1.0 if the viscosity ratio is close to unity. However, 
the effect of the viscosity group can not be neglected 
when the viscosity ratio is very laxge or very small, 
as it is, for example, for the diol-water system 
· (J.k/!Ja. = 0.011) studied by Garner and Tayeban ( 6) or the 
water-corn oil system (/.).c/f.l.d = 53 .. 4) stu.di ed in this work .. 
Correlation 6 also is similar to correlation 4 
except for the constants; 
E = 1.0 + 0.137 ni·81 cf.0.97 ai·07/J.d.0.08 cor .. 6 
~ 1 •0 + 0 •137 u~x0.95dt0~95 Q.~~95/iio.o6 
:¥1.0 + 0.137 u~x0 • 95Qi0 • 95 a~· 95xl .• O 
g 1.0 + 0.137 We0 •95 (4.20) 
Since, correlation 4 is essentially the same as correlation 
5 or 6, 4 could b·e sa lee 'ted fe.:ro~bl¥ for uae :for its 
";. 
simplicity over the 5 or 6 w1 tho'tl~ tflt~t>ducing serious 
error in the results. Oorrela:tion 5 would be recommended 
i,..t vistl'~-.~~.W. 1;'3.tt(j$···.•.·-.~-·-··· '$~ti'~Jitttd ·w:ni ch differ si gn.i-
ficantly from unity. If one does not wish to calculate 
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the terminal velocity in order to calculate the eccentri-
city, then correlation 3 is recommended. 
1. Comparision of the Correlations. Figures 16, 17, 
18, and 19 are plots of calculated eccentricities against 
observed eccentricities for correlations i, 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively. The deformation of drops is arbitrarily 
divided into three categories 
Less deformed drops 
Moderately deformed drops 
Highly deformed drops 
1.0 <E<l.2 
1.2<.E< 1.5 
1. 5 <E 
Less deformed droPs ~ l .• o <.E < 1. 2). Eccentrioi ties 
calculated from correlations 1, 3, and4 are in good 
agreement with the observed eccent~icities; oor];'el~tion 
3 and 4 agree ifery well (see Figu..re lG, J;$. ana ~g:)if 
Correlation 1 gives slightly lower values thaJ:t tll6 obse;rved 
values of the ecoentricity •• Correlation 2 (that of 
Harmathy) is not satisfactory for the lower region of 
deformation (see Figure 17). The calculated values are 
much lower than the observed valnes. Harmatny•s corr$lation 
has another serious disadvantage; the calculated eccentri-
CilJ .~'fifjof'bell. is less than 1.0 which is impossible 






Moderately deformed dro;ps (1.2<E<l.5). Deformation 
in the region is best predicted by correlation 4 (see 
Figure 19). Deviations in the ;predicted value are slightly 
more than in the low deformation region. Correlations 
1 and 3 show identical behavior, and the deviation in 
calculated values of eccentricity for both the correlations 
is higher than for correlation 4. Harmathy's correlation 
- 2 is poorer in accuracy than the other three correlations. 
It can be seen from Figures 16 to 19 that a large 
number of points from the data of Skelland (22) show a 
definite pattern on all four graphs; the observed values 
are very high compared to the values calculated by any 
of the correlations.. It is possible that some of the 
data of Skelland may be in error. 
Higb.ly deformed drops (E< 1. 5). In this region 
of deformation accuracy is poor for all of the correlat~n~ 
Of the four developed in this w·ork, correlation 1 seems 
to give tll.e b~st results. Correlation 2 (Harmathy) 
prediet v~:£u,Et:&'.hi~-er than those observed. Correlation 3 
does not show ~ p·;trticu.lar trend, but the deviation 
fro~ {)bs~~$:~··,~~~~1~-xla#s'~ ~~- values of eccentricity 
;··.)·'" -- . 
calcula11ed · f;().m,:.~orrflrl~tion· 4 in general are lower than 
the observed values. 
2. Effect of Equivalent Drop Diameter on 
Eccentricity. It is well known that the greater the drop 
size, the greater the eccentricity, i.e., deformation. 
Previous workers Klee and Treybal (13), Keith and Hixson 
( 11), and Garner and Tayeban ( 6) have suggested that 
the eccentricity, E; of drops is a linear function of 
the equivalent drop diameter, de (see Figures 7, 8, 9). 
They frequent~y did not separate their data into oecillat~ 
ing and non-oscillating regions when they prepared their 
plots of eccentricity data. Studies by Elzinga and 
Ranchero (4). of pure and contaminated water drops in 
' Dowtherm A+E show that eccentricity is not a linear 
function of the equivalent drop diameter. Klee and Treybal, 
however, had pointed out that the eccentricity of small 
dr~ps is not strictly linear with respeqt to equivalent 
drop diameter. 
In Figures ~C>, 21,. and 21, the observed eccentri-
cities and those calculated from correlations 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 have been plotted against equivalent drop diameter 
for a number of systems. Prom t)lese figu.res, it is clear 
that eccentrioity of drops is not exactly linear with 
respect t~o eql.livalent drop diam-eter. Correlations 1 and 
3 represent th.e trend of tb:e obse:rt'ed. data. fairly well 





appears with the following exponents in the correlations 
1 and 3: 
correlation 1: 
correlation 3: 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that for non-
oscillating drops, E is proportional to d~ and not d;-o 
as has been reported in the literature. Correlation 4 
also represents the data fairly well in all three figures. 
Since, correlation 4 contains a velocity term, Ut , which 
is itself a function of de, it is difficult to interpret 
the effect of de· 
3. Effect of Physical Propert}.es on :a()centricity. 
The effect of various physical properties will be 
discussed, if posed ble, with all other peysical properties 
the same except the one being considered. This is not 
always possible, even with th• many systems experimentally 
studied in this work. 
Intet'faoial. tension was found 
to be the most im.portant of a.ll physlcal prope;ti$1 
affecting the shape of the d:rops.-~e tend.ency of inter-
fa.cit4 . f'<>!V•• is to redll'Oe the _~aurfa.ce area of the liquid 
drop t.i ·its ~-*~ •. -.j~~ a g1'\'"en volume, a sphere offers 
the minimum. surface area. Therefore, the natural shape 
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of a liau.id droplet not subjected to any other forces is 
expected to be spherical, i.e., with an eccentricity of' 
u.ni ty. Very small drops have been observed. to be almost 
perfectly spherical despite their motion throug_h. the 
continuous phase. 
The quantitative dependtance of eccentrlcity on 
interfacial tension can be judged by co.nsidering the 
magnitude of the exponents of • C)i.' :in the various 
correlations: 
correlation, 1. Eoccj11 •0 
2. ECX()i:1 •0 
3. E<Xcfi0.82 
4 • Eot"cjio. 95 
This suggests "that eccentricity is. ~~()st inver1$ely 
proportional to interf~ial tenS~C1n, i.e., >.E« 2t()'t •• ·· 
~~si~z; .. The effeat of th• d.•~jJitf A and f4., on 
the shape of drops moving in liquid media appears in 
two 'IJ'.i$ya .. !he first effect is related to th$ gravitational 
forces on the dro.p ce:using the motion, and the second is 
rele:tt:d to thfJ inertial forces opposing the motion. The 
~~he dimensionless groups 






Correlation 1 and 2 show that drop eccentrici t;-r 
is a function of Eo raised to the unit power. Correlation 
2 can be approximated by :E = 0. 815 + 0. 22Eo, by neglecting 
the higher :powers of Eo, since their coefficients are 
very small. This suggests that drop eccentricity is 
directly proportional to ~p, the difference in densities 
between the two liquids. However, the exponent or: ~p in 
correlation 3 is not 1.0 but 0.79. Thus, 
where x = 0.9. This is in contrast to the observation of 
Klee and Treybal (13) that 
The ind.ividual density term Pc appears tn the 
correlations in association with the terminal velocity 
term~ Ut· Correlations l, 2 and 3 do not have Pc term~· 
The effect of the individual densities Pc and Pa 
on defon~tion ca:n not P¢ explicitly seen. Correlations 
4 or 5 and 6 have the /50 term along with the terminal 
velocity term, Ut. Since, terminal velocity itself is 
a function of a host of variables, one of which is Pc, 
it is difficult to explain the effect of 4 on eccentricity 
Viscosity ~ Oon,;Ginuo1:1~ Phase ) • Harma. thy ( 7 ) has 
shown, page 30, that 
shape ·:= f 1 (Eo, We) 
and when droplets are in turbulent flow region the Weber 
group becomes a function of Eotvos group, and hence 
shape = f 3 (Eo) 
Correlations 1, 2, and. 4 support the above simplified 
model. Neither ECJ nor We contain the continuous phase 
viscosity term. This might suggest, therefore, that the 
shape or eccentricity of liquid drops is not affected 
by the continuous phase viscosity. Howev-er, correlations 
3 and. 5 do contain. the continu.otts :t">hase viscQ~'ity term, 
lk. The exponent on f1.c, in ao:r!?ela.tio~r ; is small, 0 .. 06, 
and suggests that the effeot of f/lc on eactJnt,l*icity fs 
almost negligible. In correlation 3, the expb'n~rit on 
f.k is -0.44 indicating that the effect of /.i¢ is sjg.n.ificant. 
•e following is an analysis of the various 
continuous phase 
ihe .observed. 
eccentricity and oalo'U.lated eccentricity using correlations 
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1, 2, 3, and 4 have been plotted against the equivalent 
drop diameter for systems having low, medium and high 
continuous phase viscosities, respectively. The ranges 
of viscosity have been arbitrarily defined by the author 
as follows: 
Low viscosity range 
Medium viscosity range 
High viscosity range 
f.1c < 0.8 o.p. 
0 • 8 < f.J-.0 < 4. 0 c • p. 
4.0 < {{0 c.p. 
In Figures 20 and 21, correlations 1, 3 ana 4 
represent the trend of data fairly well. Figure 22 
represents the data of high viscosity systems. Here, 
correlation 1 shows large deviations from the observed 
data, and this becomes progressively worse as /.10 increases 
from system.26 to system 48. Correlations 3 and 4 fall 
close to the observed aata of system 48. Correlation 1 
predicts higher eccentricities than those observed :for 
high continuous phase viscosity systems. Correlation 2 
of Harmathy is shown to be poor on page 66, and, therefore, 
is not discussed here. 
The failure of correlation 1 to represent the data 
of high ,~~·-~~i~ .s:lett$8 is probably because of the 
absence ;f ;~~,~·~~~;~in the correlation. This leads 
to the tentative conclusion that the effect of continuous 
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phase viscosity on eccentricity is little so long as the 
viscosity, /.i.e, is less than 4.0 centipoises. In the higher 
viscosity range (~;>4.0 c.p.), the effect is to lessen 
the drop deformation. A similar conclusion could be 
drawn by considering correlation 3, where f..l-0 :i.s present 
with an exponent of -o.44. 
It would be a mistake to assume that correlation 
4 does not include the effect of continuous phase 
viscosity. This correlation has the Weber group (We:::~u£) 
as a dimensionless variable which includes the terminal 
velocity term, Ut. The terminal velocity is a function 
of the continuous phase viscosity, and hence, correlation 
4 also includes the effect of continuous phase viscosity, 
though indirectly. 
Vi1fOOs1,.tY: (Dis:persed :Phase). Liquid. dnps differ 
from solid .sphere$ in that the liquid can be set into 
motion interna11y bY'·. 'llti viscous drag in the liquid medium 
outside the drOJt,$,.. '!he intenE1i~yo;f oircula.tion inside 
the drop$ ·•d•:p••d•··1l:P'on. the 1rf·~tts~~·(}f'the dispersed 
phase liqsuid, .·Aa· it ia na:tll~.;i~ tll:erefore, to expect 
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It is the observation of many investigators (8.13) 
that the terminal velocity of drops is affected very 
little by the dispersed phase viscosity~ Schroeder and 
Kintner (20) found that oscillation of drops is affected 
very little by dispersed phase viscosity. Garner and 
Tayeban ( 6) report that /1.d effects the magnitude of dro;p 
deformation; the eccentricity of highly viscous drops 
was found to be less than that of less viscous drops. 
But, as discussed earlier 
E = fl_(Eo) or 
which would indicate, if Harmathy's model is correct 
that eccentricity is not affected by #a. However, 
correlation 3 indicates that tlie eff'e.ct of /.J"d on 
eccentricity is very small, E&i: 11;.~ ·11• lt can be seen 
from Figures 16, 18 
offer any better results than either (Jo~~l•tf~rt 1 or 4 
for the Garner and Tayeban data whiohi :tll.<:fltl.l~~s a.. 'ftry · 
high viscosity diol lJJ.ct = 85 c .. p.). Sys'bems 1., 6t 7, and 
23 represent the extreites of the dispersed phase viscosity 
range investigated in this 1!1!1itldy •. i'he observed and 
calou.latid· .e()Q.nt~ci.ti!tt!J{.·.~~bl.e \'Il.t s)ow that the 
eccentricitY tor :fi)J.WJ ... ,~Jfs:i;,itlll:J!l Oft1,9~ted using correlation 
3 Ts 1n ftQ wfi:y be'f;.'tlt~r 1if;l.tU"l'tiU0!1Ef ca::J..ou:ta:ted using 
correlations 1 and 4. 
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Therefore, the autho~a view is that dispersed 
Phase viscosity, /J.d, has very little effect on the shape 
of a drop. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Thirteen liquicl-liquid systems were experimentally 
studied in this investigation. Data from the open 
literature and elsewhere were also included for the 
theoretical investigation. The following conol't4sione are 
drawn from this investigation: 
1. An analytical relation 
E = 0.815 + 0.22E5 - 0.0053Eo2 + 4.47xl0-5Eo3 
was obtained by carefully fitting a third order 
polynomial to Harmathy' s E versus Eo curve by 
least squares curve fitting techniques. This 
correlation when tested with available data, 
proved unsatisfactory,. It ooeaai{)nally predicted 
eccentric± ty valu..es lower than ·1.0, wlaic~ is 
impossible for non-oseillating drops. The 
average absC>lu.te percent~,ge deviation fo·r the 
Harmathy correlation was found to be 13. 6 percent. 
data. 
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4. E = 1.0 + 0.091We0.95 
5. E = 1.0 + 0.092We0 • 98 <Jk//).d) 0•06 
6. E = 1.0 + 0 .. 137U~.81 (]'i-0.97 a;·o7/A.d0.08 
The average absolute pe~centage deviation of 
the calculated eccentricities from observed 
eccentricities for the two hundred and eight 
data points representing forty five systems is 
7.8, 7.4, 6.2, 6.0, and 5.9 percent for 
correlations 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 
Correlations 4, 5, and 6 were considered similar. 
Therefore, only correlations 1, 3, and 4 were 
studied in detail. It was found that correlation 
1 is good only for systems which have low or 
moderate continuous phase vi sc o si ty (/J.c < 4. 0 c. p. ) • 
Correlations 3 and 4 were applicable in the 
whole range of continuous phase viscosity 
covered in this study (0.31 to 45.9 c.p.). 
3. Ha.rmathy' s dimensionless model for correlating 
drop shape is E = fl{Eo). This mode.l ie ju$ti:fied 
by correlation 1, but the model is good for the 
low and the moderate viscosity ranges (/J.c<4. 0 c. p. ) • 
· ~- ~a~~ ~>? t~(We) wa:s found to more adequate-
lY·· .repwe$nt droplet shape in all the viscosity 
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ranges (0.31 to 45.9 c.p.) than the model 
suggested by Harmathy. This conclusion is based 
on the analy~is of correlation 4. 
4. Deformation of a dlz'o:p depends upon its size. 
Larger drops of any system are found to be more 
deformed than smaller drops of the same eyetem. 
The eccentricity of JlQn-os·cillating drops is 
directly proportional to the.~quare of the 
equivalent drop diameters 
:B1Jt d2 e 
and not to the first power of the equivalent 
drop diameter as suggested by priTiO:tlS authors. 
5. Interfacial tension was found to be the most 
important of all the physical properties 
affecting the drop shape. Eccentricity •• found 
to be almost inversely proportional to inter-
facial tension. Tire next important physical 
property of the sys.t•un · at:feot;t.ng the drop shape 
is,A~P,· the. diffe~»o·•·~~:::~~~~~ot the 
•• '·• if~ ;£.; ;;· · .. "' ·'( • . 
ooati:nao:as phl;t.se · and d.t.epJtre•a J?haf!Ye :L~quids. 
~-~~-!~:~~·~~ ~~~J!tt.lf. ~~~~~'t'!o·~$1 11() A.f-1. x} "',·-··-~)->.:,_ .. ~:·--. .. ,,.'.:--" · ... ··::~.' ._., ".:>--"··-:··-,_ .. ,"" ,J.;:/-'j",'';<i·'····-,,':'',, ··- .. '---,-·:-<!1· 
to have a limited effect on shape. Its effect 
appears only in· systems which have· high 
viscosity f./.J.c< 4.0 c.p.). The least important 
of all physical properties affecting droplet 
shape is the dispersed phase viscosity- t f.J..d• 
The effect of both viscosj,;t~•~· is to lessen 
the deformation of the drops, if al.lother 




In this investigation only non-oscillating 
1 · · a " 1 .... · · · 1· · a " · tua · a 
_1qu1 a.rop e uS mov1ng 1n 1qu1 mecna 'Nere s .. · .I.e .• 
rrhe author IS interest WaS limited tO Obtaining a 
correlation which could predict the eccentricity of non-
o scilla ting drops. The following recornmenda tions are 
made for further investigation of the topic: 
1. Oscillating liquid drops are frequently 
encountered in practice. An attempt should be 
made to correlate the "time average" deforn1ation 
of such drops. (a) rrhe correlations developed 
in this study might be found good enough to 
also represent the mean eccentricity of ogcilat-
ing drops. (b) Ln(E·Re) versus Itn(Eo· ) plots 
were found to result in a set of parallel 
straight lines. A few data points representing 
oscillating drops were found by the author to 
fall exactly on these straiellt lines (points 
for oscillating drops are n.ot shown in Figtlre 
24). These parallel straight lines when brought 
togeth~r might represent a. correlation for th 
oscillating and non-oscillating drops. 
89 
2. Drag coefficient, C, versus Reynolds number, 
Re, curves for liquid droplets moving in liquid 
:n.edia are reported in literature. The curv-es 
for droplets are markeoly different from a 
versus Re curv-·es of solio sphere. Because of 
the lack of eccentricity data for the droplets, 
C and Re were calculated assuming droplets to 
be perfect spheres. Now, with the eccentricity 
of drops known, it is possible to calculate 
their accurate frontal area. It is suggested 
that C versus Re curves should be reconstructed 
using the accurate frontal area in drag coeff-
icient and a modified Reynolds number. The new 
curves would possibly be more accurate and 
would shed more light on the field of drop 
motion. 
3. Because of the limited availability of funds, 
only two systems of hi~h continuous phase 
viscosity could be studied in the present work. 
It is suggested that the investigation of the 
eccentricity of drops be extended to more 





Aniline: Technical grade aniline was distilled 
in an all glass apparatus. 
Benzene: Technical grade benzene was distilled 
in an all glass apparatus. 
Benzyl alcohol: Fischer Reagent quality benzyl 
alcohol. 
Rromobenzene: Technical grade bromobenzene was 
distilled in an all glass apparatus. 
Carbon tetrachloride: Technical grade 0014 was 
distilled in an all glass apparatus. 
Corn oil: Mazola Corn Oil was used without 
distillation. 
Et~lene glycol: Technical grade glycol was used 
without distillation. 
Rexana: Technical grade and Fischer Reagent grade 
hexane was used without distillation. 
Meth;y:l iso"btttzl ketone: Technical grade lrUBK was 
used without distillation. 
quality nitrobenzene. 






















Dispersed Phase Continuous Phase 
Methyl ethyl ketone Water 
Sec-butyl alcohol Water 
I Water* Furfural 
Nonyl alcohol Water 
Water* 
Methyl isobutyl ketone 























l eatu.ra ted)· 
Eth7l acetoaceta.te(:pure) 
··Etlll'~. aettoaee-tate 







































TABLE IV (continued) 
System Dispersed Phase Continuous Phase Source No. 
34. Water* Benzene Skelland (22) 
35. Benzene* Water It 
36. Water Chlorobenzene u 
37. Chlorobenzene Water ft 
38. Ethyl benzene Water " 
39. 'Nater Ethyl benzene " 
40. Nitrobenzene Water Present 
work 
41. Carbon tetrachloride Water " 
42. Water Methyl isobutyl ,, 
ketone 
43. Water Hexane ff 
44. Bromo benzene Water 1t 
45. Aniline Water " 
46. Nitrobenzene Glycol# u 
47. Glycol#' Hexane .. 
48. Water Oorn oil lf 
49. Glycol# Benzene II 
* Not used in this work. 
E 
d6 , ems. 
Figure 23. Keith and Hixson (//) eccentricity data 




" Physical Properties, Equivalent Diameter, Velocity and 
Eccentricity of Droplets 
No. O'i A pd 
gm/ml 
Jie ~J.d. Ck u. 
em/sec 
E 
n*s dynes/em ~ml c.p .. c.p. em 
1* 1 .30 .9600 .8370 1.45 .60 .040 2.00 1.00 
~ 2* 1 .3o .9600 .B370 1.45 .6o .o6o 2.6o 1~oo 
3~:~ 1 ,30 .9600 .8370 1,.45 ,.60 .060 2,60 1.18 
4* l .30 .9600 .8370 1.45 .60 .070 3.10 1.46 
5* 1 .30 .9600 .8~70 1.45 .60 .120 4.40 .2.14 
6* 1 .30 .9600 .8370 1.45 .60 .130 4.70 1.72 
7):: 1 .. 30 .9600 .8370 1.45 .60 .150 5.00 2.11 
1* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.56 2.78 .080 2.90 1.13 
2 ~:' 2 ~Q_ ___ ,._2_1Q5 _____ .. 866Q ______ l,._5_b ___ __. __ 2,._IB_ __ · ____ .D90 ______ 3 .. 2JL ______ l .. J. R 
3* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.56 2.78 .110 3.60 1.26 
4* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.56 2.78 .150 4.40 1.27 
5* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.~6 2.78 .160 4,60 1.48 
6* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.56 2.78 .210 5.30 l.AB 
1* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1.56 2.78 .220 5.40 2.08 
8* 2 .60 .9705 .8660 1,5A 2.78 ,230 5,50 2,34 ~ 
1* 4 4.90 .9982 .8242 1.00 16.20 .190 5.51 1.18 
2* 4 4.90 .9982 .8242 1.00 16.20 .220 7.60 1.23 
3* 4 4.90 .9982 .8242 1.oo 16.20 .240 s.oo 1.21 
4* 4 4.90 .9982 .8242 1.00 16.20 .290 8.75 1.24 
5~:~ 4 4.90 .9982 .8242 1.00 16.20" .410 9.50 1,69 
1* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .090 4.30 1.00 
. 2* 6 9.60 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .120 5.40 1.04 
3* 6. 9.80 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .140 5.50 1.08 
4* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .150 5.80 1.00 
5* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 .Y3 .60 .160 6.30 1.10 
6* 6 9.80 .9947 ~8155 .93 .60 .210 7.60 1.13 
1* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .230 8.60 1.09 
8* 6 9~80 .9947 .8155 .~3 .60 .240 8.70 1.13 
9* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 .93 .60 .280 9.80 1.15 
10* 6 9.80 .9947 .8155 ·.93 .60 .320 10.40 1.21 
1* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .200 6.30 1.05 
2* 7 18.50 .9975 .8659 1.06 72.10 .230 7.00 1.07 
3* 1 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .300 7.90 1.12 
4* 1 18.50 .9975 .8650 l.U6 72.10 .350 9.40 1.12 
5* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .390 10.10 l.lA 
6* 1 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .450 10.80 1.19 
7* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .530 11.20 1.27 
8* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 . 1.06 72.10 .590 11.80 1.22 
9* 1 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .690 11.00 1~40 
10* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .720 11.00 1.36 
11* 7 18.~0 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 .900 10.80 1.46 
12* 7 18.50 .9975 .8650 1.06 72.10 1.200 10.80 1.73 
l* 8 ·30.00 .9975 .8870 1.14 .68 .200 5.40 1.07 
2* 8 30.00 .9975 .8870 1.14 .68 .220 5.85 1.05 
3* B 30.00 .9975 .8870 1.14 .68 .280 7.05 1.10 
4* 8 30.00 .9975 .8870 1.14 ~68 .370 8.50 1.08 
5* 8 30.00 .9975 ,8870 1.14 .68 .460 9.10 1.15 
6* 8 30.UO ,9 5 .8870 1.14 ,68 .600 lO,bO 1.24 
7* 8 30.00 .9975 .8870 1.14 .68 .670 11.45 1.20 
~ 30 1 .. 14 .. 68 .770 l 7f> 1.32 
1 ::~ 9 30 .. 10 1.0600 .8720 1.59 .. 59 ,.;!90 9.,UO 1.07 
2:~ 9 30.10 1.0600 .8720 1.39 .59 .350 10.70 1.12 
3·~ 9 30.10 1.0600 .8720 1,39 .59 ,450 12.10 1,15 
4~:, 9 30.10 1.0600 .8720 1.39 .59 .530 13.40 1.20 
5 :;: 9 30.10 1.0600 .8720 1.39 .59 .620 13.70 1. 
1*10 40,40 ,9986 1 8071 l,QR 1,47 ,230 R,30 1,07 
2*10 40.40 .9986 .8071 l.ua 1.47 .330 lO.b5 1.09 
3*10 40.40 .9986 .8071 l.UB 1.47 .430 12.50 1.15 
4*10 40.40 ,9986 .8071 1,08 1,47 ,490 13,50 l,lA. 
5*10 40.40 .9986 .8071 l.UB 1.47 .510 13.~0 1.15 
6*10 40.40 .9986 .8071 l.UB 1.47 .580 13.90 1.21 
7::~1_0 _______ ,}0.40 ,9986 .. B07l l,.CJP 1.1.~7 .630 ~70 ___ u_l,.20 
1*11 42.40 .9978 1.6740 .95 2.03 .170 14.00 1.07 
2*11 42.40 .9978 1.6740 .95 2.03 .240 17.40 1.12 



















4*11 42.40- .9978 1.6740 .95 2.03 .330 20.30 1.15 
5*11 42.40 ,9978 1.6740 .95 .2.03 .380 20.20 1.24 
1*12 2.33 ,9971 1.0990 .92 2.62 .144 2.79 _1._.0__3 
2*12 2.33 .9971. 1.0990 .92 2.62 .224 4.58 1.25 
3*12 2.33 .9971 1.0990 .92 2.62 .243 4.78 1.44 
4*12 2.33 ,9971 1,0990 ,(}2 2,62 ,2RO 6,16 __ 1.61 
1*13 2.33 .9971 1.0976 .92 2.44 .144 2.88 1.02 
i*13 2.33 .9971 1.0976 .92 2.44 .226 4.84 1.30 
3*13 2.33 ,9971 1.0976 .9? 2.44 .249 5.27 1.44 
4*13 2.·33 .9971 1.0976 .92 2.44 .268 5.45 1.61 
1*14 3.50 .9970 1.0194 .90 1.50 .305 2.11 1.02 
2*14 3.50 .9970 1.0194 .90 1.50 .456 3.77 1.15 
3*14 3.50 .9970 1.0194 .90 1.50 .559 4.28 1.36 
1*15 3.50 .9970 1.0220 .90 1.58 .299 2.43 1.01 
2*15 ·3.50 .9970 1.0220 .90 1.58 .418 3.67 1.12 
3*15 3.50 .9970 1.0220 .90 1.58 .518 4.56 1.38 
1*16 3.99 .9971 1.1531 .91 16.60 .151 5.43 1.05 
2*16 3.99 .9971 1.1531 .91 16.60 .206 7.01 1.18 
3*16 3.99 .9971 1.1531 .91 16.60 .263 8,30 1.34 
4*16 3.99. .9971 1.1531 .91 16.60 •260 8,30 1.34 
1::'17 . 3,99 ,9971 1.1472 .91 10.90 .177 4.61 1.07 
2*17 3.99 .9971 1.1472 .91 10.90 .233 7.75 1.24 
3;:C17 3.99 .9971 1.1472 .91 10.90. .268 8.52 1.37 
4*17 3.99 .9971 1.1472 .91 10.90 ,267 8,48 1.35 
1*18 4.oo .9982 .9450 1.oo as.oo .185 2.3B 1.00 
2*18 4.00 .9982 .9450 1.00 85.00 .210 3.34 1.00 
3*18 4.00 ,9982 .9450 1.00 85.00 .245 3.88 1.05 
4*18 4,00 .9982 ,9450 1,00 85.00 .340 5.60 1 •. 15 
5#18 4.00 ,9982 .9450 1.00 85,00 .• 355 5.93 1.20 
1*19 5.00 .9982. 1.0420 1.00 5.30 .230 3.92 1.01 
2*19. 5~oo .9982 1.0420 · 1.oo s.3o .295 6.11 1.03 
3*19 5.00 .9982 1.0420 1.00 5.30 ~330 5.77 1.09 
4*19 5.00 ,9982 1.0420 1.00 5.30 .350 6.01 1.12 
5*19 5.00 .9982 1.0420 1.00 5.30 .408 6.88 1.30 
6*19 5.00 .9982 1.0420 1~00 5.30 .425 7.31 1.32 
1*20 1.80 .9865 .8427 1.19 . 2.74 .200 7.90 1.21 
2*20 1.80 .9865 .8427 1.19 2.74 .250 7.97 1.48 
3*20 1~80 ,9865 .8427 1.19 2.74 .300 8.04 1.72 
4*20 1.86 .9865 .8427 1.l9 2.74 .350 8,10 2,00 
1*21 4.50 .9922 .8988 1.20 .48 .288 7.25 1.21 
2*21 4.50 .9922 .8988 1.L0 .48 ,413 7.30 1.50 
3*21 4.50 .9922 ,8988 1.LO .48 ,475 7.38 1,66 
4*21 4.50 .9922 .8988 1.20 .48 .537 7.50 1.82 
5 ::t 2 1 4 • 50 • 9 9 2 2 ----- ._89 8 8 1 • 2 0 • 4 8 • 6 00 7 • 5 6 1 • 9 9 
1*22 10.70 .9950 .8006 .93 .58 ,400 10.75 1.27 
2*22 10.70 .9950 .8006 .93 .58 .450 10.75 1.33 
3*22 10.70 .9950 .8006 .93 .58 .500 10,75 1.41 
4*22 10.70 .9950 .8006 .93 .58 .550 10.75 1.48 
5*22 10.70 .9950 .8066 .93 .58 .590 10.75 1.54 
1*23 24.20 .9957' ,8784 .92 .43 .325 8,00 1.08 
2*23 24.20 .9957 .8784 .92 .43 .413 9.7? 1.12 
3*23 24.20 .9957 .8784 .92 .43 .450 10.25 1.14 
4*23 24,20 .9957 ,8784 .92 .43 ,544 11.00 1.1A 
5*23 24.20 .9957 .8784 .92 .43 .613 11.00 1.~1 
1*24 35.60 ,9969 .8606 .69 .55 .200 7.25 1.02 
2*24 35.60 .9969 .8606 .89 .55 .225 R.05 l.n3 
3*24 35.60 ,9969 ,8606 ,ti9 .5~ .28U 9,SO I.n5 
4*24 35,60 ,9969 ,8606 ,U9 ,55 .350 10,45 1.07 
~*24 35.60 .9969 ,8606 .U9 ,55 ,467 11.~5 1.11 
1•::25 40.70 ,9968 .7723 .~o .an .3oo 13.2? 1 •. l' 1 
2*25 4o.7o .9968 .7723 .~o .8a .325 13.50 1.1~ 
3*25 40.70 ,9968 .7723 ,90 .88 .350 13.73 l.lj 
4:;:25 40.70 ,9968 .Tf23 ,90 .88 .375 l3.h5 1 .} 1' 
5*25 40.70 .9968 .7723 ,90 .BB .400 13,9~ l.l3 
6*25 40.70 ,9968 .7723 ,90 .88 ,413 14.UO 1.lS 
1*26 3,60 1.0394 .9964 4.o9 .85 .257 7.~2 1.04 
2*26 3.60 1.0394 .9964 4.o9 .85 .%80 z.,.l 1.05 
3*26 . 3.b0 1.0395 .9964 4,70 .85 .289 2,H9 1,07 
4*26 3.00 1.0396 .9965 4.72 .85 .327 3,j7 1.11 
5*26 3.60 1,0397 .9965 4.73 ,85 ,368 3,Sh 1.13 
6*26 3.60 1.0398 ,9965 4,76 .85 .43h 4.77 1.?~ 
No. 
n*s 













1*27 3.60 ,9965 1.0398 .b5 4.76 .287 4.19 1.12 
2*21 3,60 ,9965 1.0397 .U5 4.73 .322 4,81 1.13 
3*27 '3,60 . ,9965 1.0396 .us 4.72 .344 4.92 1.14 
4*27 3.60 .9965 1.0396 .d5 4.72 .380 5.54 1.2~ 
5*27 3.60 ,9964 1.0394 .us 4.69 .421 6.02 1.34 
6*27 -:3· .6-(f ___ ·-. 9964 1.0 394 • o5----4~69 .470 ___ 6 -;73-------1. 53 
1*28 10.20 .9969 .BOll .U9 ,58 .204 9,66 1.19 
. ?*28 10.20 ,9969 ,8011 .uo .58 .210 12.13 1.32 
1*29 10.40 .7956 .9958 .54 .81 .236 14.47 1.58 
.2*29 10.40 ,7956 .9958 .54 .81 .245 14.59 1.55 
1*30 14.20 1.0368 .9961 1.30 .82 .371 7.42 1.11 
2*30 14.15 1.0365 .9960 1.~9 .82 .418 8,41 1.23 
3*30 14.15 1.0365 .9960 1.29 .82 .• 462 9.72 1.41 
4*30 14.15 1.0365 .9960 1.29 .82 .508 9,84 1.43 
5*30 14.15 1.0365 .9960 1.29 .82 .583 9.89 1.71 
1*31 14.40 ,9965 1.0380 .us 1.33 .379 7.72 1.10 
2*31 14,45 ,9965 1.0383 .d5 1.33 .414 8,6A 1.24 
3*31 14.30 ,9963 1.0374 .b4 1.31 .438 9.64 1.31 
4*31 14.30 .9963 1.0375 .84 1.31 .501 9,84 1.11 
5*31 14.30 ,9963 1.0374 .84 1.31 .538 9,95 1.50 
1*32 22.10 ,9968 1.1974 .bB 1.78 ,301 16.67 1.29 
2*32 22.~0 .9969 1.1975 .sa 1.79 .314 16.97 1.32 
1*33 22.20 1.1975 ,9969 1.78 ,88 .273 9.92 1.10 
2 ~:C33 -- -22. ~() 1. 197'5 -----.-9-1:;'6'9----~1. i8--~:S8 . 2 94 9. 92 1. 09 
3*33 23.80 1.1995 .9974 1.84 .92 .314 10.17 1.09 
1 ;;c 3 6 3 3 • 5 0 1._09 50 • 9 9 5 5 • -fl • 7 9 • 4 0 2 1 0 • lt,. 1. 0 8 
2*36 34.~0 1.0965 .9959 ~72 .81 .449 10.52 1.11 
3*36 33.ao 1.0955 .9956 .12 .ao .so2 10,15 1.12· 
1*37 35.00 ,99~5 1.0988 .H5 .74 ,380 9,84 1,17 
2*37 35.00 ,9965 1.0988 .d5 .74 .452 12.03 1.20 
3*37 35.00 ,9965 1.0988 .~5 .74 .465 12.39 1.50 
4t.'37 35.00 ,9966 · 1,0990 . ,b7 ,74 .521 l?..HO 1.63 
5*37 35,00 ,9966 1,0990 .H7 .74 ,577 13,46 1.69 
1*38 34.80 ,9964 .8601 .~5 .62 .337 9,91 1.06 
2*38 34.80 ,9965 .8602 .~5 .62 .371 10,83 1.11 
3*38 34.70 ,9965 .8604 .b5 ,62 .421 12,UH 1.15 
4*38 34.70 .9965 .8603 .85 .62 .500 13.83 1.20 
1*39 34.15 ,8619 ,9970 .63 .89 .405 14.28 1.5~ 
2*39 34.15 .8618 .9969 .63 .90 .433 14.63 1.62 
3*39 35.25 .8591 .9962 .61 .83 .465 14.92 1.70 
4*39 35.25 ,8591 ,9962 ,61 .83 ,505 15.29 1.7A 
5*39 35.25 ,8591 ,9962 .bl .83 .589 15.77 l.RO 
1*40 13.50 ,9973 1.1963 ,H5 1.71 ,284 16,02 1.32 
2*40 13.50 ,9973 1.1963 .us 1.71 ,301 16.41 1.5? 
1*41 31.10 ,9964 1.5782 .d5 ,89 .223 22.~6 1.13 
1*42 9.74 .7985 .9941 .55 .87 .230 14.58 1.54 
2*42 9.74 .7985 ,9941 .55 .87 .234 14.55 1.65 
1*43 32.10 ,6655 .9961 ,32 ,84 .32S 20.04 1.11 
1*44 34.20 .9967 1.0985 .e3 .73 .437 11.09 1.12 
1•:~45 6.60 __ __.._Cl.9.13 ___ L.0151 .t)6 -~2._0J~ .4-~7 3.94 l.nc; 
2*45 6.60 .9973 1.0157 ,LA 3,08 ,503 4.63 1.1~ 
3*45 6,60 ,9973 1.0157 ,bA 3,08 ,531 4,95 1.21 
4*45 6.60 ,9973 1.0157 .~6 3.08 .612 5.57 1.41 
5*45 6.60 .9973 1.0157 .86 3.08 .665 5.b7 1.~1 
1}:•46 4.eu 1.1134 1.1952 13.55 1.7fi .352- 3,;;q 1,11 
2*46 4,U8 1.1134 1,1952 13.~5 1,78 .376 3,69 1.11 
3*46 4.88 1.1134 1.1952 13.55 1.78 .414 ~.11 1.16 
4*46 4.88 1.1134 1.1952 13.55 1.78 ,437 4.33 1.23 
5*46 4.88 1.1134 1.1952 13.~5 1.78 ,481 ~.79 1.31 
1*47 14.20 .6657 1.1057 .31 14.56 .193 17.16 1.14 
2*47 14,20 ,6657 1,1057 ,31 14,56 .218 }R,Q? ],17 
3*47 14,20 ,6657 1,1057 ,jl 14,56 ,244 1H,79 1.?3 
4*47 14.20 ,6657 1.1057 .31 14.56 .254 19.13 1.23 
5*47 14,20 ,6657 1.1057 ,31 14,56 .2H5 l9.Hl 1,4) 
l>:;t~H 23,40 ,9135 ,9997 45,'/3 .B6 .79'3 3,an 1.06 
2*48 23.40 ,913~ ,9997 45,93 ,R6 ,951 ~.61 1.12 
;:,::''ti5 __ 23.40 ,9135 ,9997 45.93 ,B6 1.011> s.o~: 1,1'~ 
1*~9 7.36 ,8689 1.0936 .~7 12.21 ,lQO 9,31 1.22 
2*49 7.38 ,8689 1.0936 .~7 12.21 -~~~ 1~.13 1.?3 
3:;!/,9 7.j~> ,8689 1.0936 .?7 12.21 .23') l{).?lt __ 1.3.1 
't':,~...c; 7,j(l .a689 1,0936 .'J-, 12..21 .z"'~... 11.1:::. 1.3~-\ 
•) ;:! /, (.] 7 , ~~ h , d 6 8 9 1 , ~! 9 3 r, , j 7 J 2 • 2 1 .I 7 :.. l 1 , 3 :) l , ~~ 1 
TADLE VI 99 
Di.me;qs;ionles.s .Grou12~. 
• f.l.c/ llo Re We 
_...,:,_.u•a .. Eo Fr 
.. 10 
c p 
1* 1 2.416 5.29 .51 .. 
l .. Z9 L, 
2.15 l. 
7 .. 43 5.78 
9.18 






1 .. 6 7 lr 9.B51E+OO 
1..48 




1 .. 33 
L.23 
1..19 
1 .. 09 
354 .. 316E+Ol 
3354.316E+Ol 
1• . 3354.,316E+Ol 
.. 561 .. 13 3354.,316E+Ol 
1 104.. ..16 6874.609E+04 
1 166.89 2. 1.68 .26 .,86 6874 .. 609E+04 





6 1.550 355.,95 3.51 1 .. 8~ .. 34 .69 7088.699E+05 
.. o 7 .. 1 .. ..26 
-·1* 1 .Q)~ ~5B.6Q 3.56 1.97 .24 ,]3 3B43.046f+Q6 $* 7 .014 655.15 4.42 2 .. 44 .24 .73 3843.046E+06 
.. 014 714 .. 24 4. 3 .. 34 .17 .. 98 3 3 .. 
1 .. 676 
.. f, 76 
' .6 
1.,6 567.00 .. l468.864E+07 
p I* a .. 1,~1~.- ~11~~~ _ z,gz I.6Z . .13 l~~a,R6~E+Q1 
8* 8 1.676. 788. 3.50 2.14 .Bl l46B.B64E+07 
I* 2. 5 199.03 .82 .51 .28 .82 4455.209E+06 
1 .. 
No. 
n*s /lJJl..o Re 
TABLE· VI (continued)· 
We Eo 
100 
Fr 0 p 
1*12 .351. 43.54 ,47 ,88 .05 2.47 1757,897E+04 
2*12 ·,351 111,18 2.01 2.15 ,09 1.42 1757,B97E+04 
3*12 .351 125,88 2.37 2,53 .09 1.42 1757,897E+04 
4*12 ,351 186,93 4.54 3,36 ,13 ,98 1757,897E+04 
1*13 .377 44.94 1 51 1 87 .05 2,28 17R2.385E+04 
2*13 .377 118.55 2.26 · 2,15 .10 1.27 1782,385E+04 
3*13 .377 142.22 2.95 2.62 .11 1.18 1782.385E+04 
·4~]3 ___ ~~3]7 158,30 3.40 3,03 .11 ___ 1,18 17H2.385E+OL~ 
1*14 .600 71.29 ,38 ,58 ,01 2.01 2959,036E+05 
2*14 .600 190.44 1.84 1.30 ,03 .94 2959,036E+05 
3*14 .600 265.03 2,91 1.95 ,03 __ ,.1-39_2959,03AE+05 
1*15 .569 80.48 .50 .62 .02 1.65 2651.296E+05 
2*15 ,569 169.93 1.60 1.22 .03 1.01 2651,296E+05 
3*15 .569 261,66 3.06 1.87 .04 .81 2651.296E+05 
1*16 ,054 89.84 1.11 ,87 .19 1.04 6023,929E+04 
2*16 .054 158.22 2~52 1.62 ,24 .~5 6023:929E+04 
3 *16 • 0 54 2 3 9 • 18 4 . '52 2 • 6 5 • 2 6 • 7 8 6 0 ;;> ~ • 9 7 9 F + 0 4 
4*16 .o54 236.45 4.47 2.59 .27 .1v 6023.929E+04 
1*17 ,083 89.40 ,94 1.15 .12 1.63 6260,713E+04 
2;~1_7 ____ ... 08.3. ___ 197 .. 85_ __ 3.49 ____ _2..,QQ ____ ~.26 .~_."l..b__6260.]~3E+04 
3*17 ,083 250.19. 4.86 2.64 ,27 .72 6260,713E+04 
4*17 ,083 248,08 4,79 2.62 .27 ,73 6260,713E+04 
1>U8 .011 43.95 .26 ___ ,44 .03 ..... -2.2"1.1223.Lt~3Et05 
2*18 ,011 70,01 ,58 .57 ,05 1.31 1223.143E+05 
3*18 .011 94,88 ,92 .78 ,06 1.13 1223.143E+05 
4*18 .011 190.05 2.66 1.50 .09 .75 1223.143E+05 
5*18 ,011 210.13 3.11 1,64 .10 ,70 1223,143E+05 
1*19 .1ea 89.99 .7o .45 .o6 .as 2901.649E+05 
2*19 • Hs8 179.92 2.19 .74_ .12 ___ . ___ .45~.290_1._6..4.2£±.05 
3*19 ,188 190,06 2.19 ,93 .10 ,56 2901,h49E+05 
4*19 .188 209,97 2.52 1,05 .10 ,55 2901,649E+05 
5~'_19 u ,1.§8 u __ _2J.Ht"-J_2. 3. 8 5 1, 42 • 11 .49 290 1. 649E +05 
6 * 19 • 18 8 310 • ll . 4. 53 1 • 55 • 1 2 • 4 5 2 9 0 1 • 6'+ 9 E+ 0 5 
1*20 ,434 130,98 6,84 3.13 ,31 ,61 2008,347E+03 
2*ZO ·,434 165.17 8.70 4.89 .25 1 74 200H,347F+03 
3*2Q ,434 199,95 10.62 7,04 .21 ,88 2008,347E+03 
4*l0. .434 235,01 12.58 9,59 .19. 1.01 2008,347E+03 
1*21 2,500 172,64 3.33 1,68 .18 .67 4726.482E+04 
2*~~- 2,500 249,28 4,85 3,46 .13 ,95 4726,4R2E+04 
3*21 2.500 289,84 5.70 4,58 .11 1,07 4726,482E+04 
4*21 2,500 333 1 00 6 1 66 5.86 ,10 1,17 4726,452F+04 
5*2l 2.500 375.05 7.56 7.32 ,09 1.29 4726.482~+04 
1*22 1,603 460,05 4.29 2,84 .29 ,88 8510.270E+05 
2*22 1.&03 517,56 4.83 3,60 .26 ,99 8510.270E+05 
3*22 1,603 575.06 5,37 4,45 .23 1.10 8510,270E+05 
4*22 1.603 632.57 5,91 5.38 .21 1.21 8510,270E+05 
5*22 1.603 678 1 57 ·6,34 6.19 1 19 1,30 H510,270F+05 
1*23. 2.139 281.39 .85 .50 .20 ,78 1706,191E+07 
2*23 2.139 435,80 1.61 ,81 ,23 ,66 l706.l91E+07 
3*23 2.139 499.20 . 1.94 .96 .23 ,65 rto6.191E+07 
4*23 2.139 647.63 2.70 1,40 .• 22 ,69 1706.19lf'+07 
5*23 2.139 729 1 7e 3 1 05 1.7R .20 ,77 1706.JQJF+Q7 
1*24 1,618 162,41 ,29 ,15 .26 ,67 5350.214E+07 
2*24 1,618 202.88 ,40 ,18 ,29 ,62 5350.214E+07 
3*24 1,618 306.46 .72 ,31 .31 .57 53SQ.214E+07 
4*24 1,618 4D9.68 1.07 .45 .31 ,57 5350,214E+07 
5*24 1,618 588,47 1.65 ,81 .27 ,65 5350.214E+07 
1*25 1.022 440.25 1 1 28 .48 ,59 .50 4640,735E+07 
2*25 1.022 485,94 1.45 ,57 ,57 ,52 4640,735E+U7 
3*25 1.022 532.23 1.61 .66 ,54 ,54 4640,735E+U7 
4*25 1 1 022 575 1 23 1,76 ,7~ ,52 .57 464Q.73~F+07 
5*25 1.022 619.34 1.91 ,R6 ,49 ,60 4640,735E+07 
6*25 1.022 640,38 1,98 ,92 ,48 ,62 4640.735E+07 
1*26 5 1 517 14 1 35 .47 ,77 .02 2 1 1R ~472.219E+O~ 
2*26 5,517 17.43 .63 .91 ,02 1.91 2472.219E+02 
3*26 5.5~9 18.47 .69 .97 ,02 1.87 2446.029~+02 
4:!=26 5.5:>2 24.27 1.07 1.25 .03 1.55 lit0:5,296F.+02 
5*26 5~564 32.03 1.6& 1.59 ,04 1~27 2374,957E+O? 
6*26 5,600 45.63 2,87 2.2~ ,05 1,04 2315,609E+02 
1*27 .178 140.97 1.39 ,97 ,06 ,9? 2091,57~~+0~ 
TABLE VI (continued) 
n*; /lJ!lr, Re We Eo 
.. 17 Sl 
.. l l 
• 1B l 
18 l" 
193 .. 41 
2.06 L21 



















l .. 5B5 
1.. 573 
21-\~).32 
03 .. 13 
5 26 .. 65 
2.19 .. 54· 
2. lt5 
3.01 .H2 .71 
3 .. 7B 
'3. 9B 
1 .. 
2 .. 16 
3. 
"1 r;~ J ... \,; -
1 i ·.~ 








3 500 .. 79 2 .. 3 • 5L~ .21 
1 634.91 3 .. 71 • 1 .18 
1*32 .. 494 568.36 3 .. 77 .so .. 94 
.37 4267.Y99~+06 
.31 4267. ug +06 
.34 2701 .. 849~+06 
.30 
.26 2769.2 6 +06 
.30 2769*2 6E+06 
., 2 5 1 L} Lt 7 .. 4 L;. 9 •: + 0 7 
6 
1*33 2 .. 022 182.19 l. ,.65 .36 .60 7950.106E+05 
2*33 2 .. 022 196.. 1 .. 56 .. 76 .34 ,.65 795 .106E+05 
3*33 2 2 000 208 1 17 1,63 ,82 ,33 ,66 H~44.l26~+QS 




Fortran Computer Program for Calculation of Eccentricity by Correlatiors 
One through Six 
' ' 
C C 0 iiE_~P:i.lSJJJ~! __ Df __ ItiE CDR R E L .i\ I I D 1 ·; S 
D I H E N S 1 0 :•! E C { 1 0 } , E ·~ ( 1 0 } , T E R ( 1 0 ) , A E R ( 1 0 ) 
PUNCH 10 
L .. ---····-···- D 0 5 I :.::: l ~ 6 
~------- 5 TER{I}=O.O 
DO ? K=l,208 
RE.i\!L_l.O_O_~_J,J•L, ST, DC, 1)D, VC, V E 




EC ( 1) = 1. +. 123~::EO 
: E C { 21 =_0_~8.153±0" 2J29_~5£0.=-0~_0_Q5_2ll_B.~:<E.Q•:~3'2_±D .. 0 
EC ( 3 ) = 6 6 • 0 8 9 >:~ t.\ O•:o:~ • 7 9 ,;, DE':'':' 1 • 9 16':' S T •:' ~' ( -. g 2 3 ) ':' VC ~' ':' ( - • 4Lr 1 ) ,;: V D >:: ,;: ( -. 114 ) 
EC.(3)=l.+EC{ 3J 
L-~- _ E C ( 4 ) ::: 1 o + • 0 9 0 9 9 2 :;: d E ;;c ::: • 9 5 3 
~~-----. -EC ( 5 l= 1. +. 09 227 4-':~u E~::':~. 98t,,:~vv>:o::. 063 
EC{6)=1.+.13683*VT**l.Bl2*DE**l.072*ST**C-.97ll*V0**1-.078} 
_ _,_________ .P R lNT .. 2 0 o , J , f'! ,_DEt E , .ECJ_l~_,_E_C_L21_,_£.C_L3..Li£.CJ_~':..l __ ,_E_C __ .L5__l_,£C_19__L__ --~ 




DO 9 1=1,6 
jlEBCil-TER!I)/208, .. 
9 PRINT 300,I,AER(I) 
10 FORHAT(////} 
____ _ 1 QO fORti AI . LL3J_l5~~ 8 2._8.~~__1____ __ 
200 FORMAT (!3,1H* 1 I2,F7.3,7F?.2) 
300 FCRMAT(45H AVERAGE PERCENTAGE 
CALL EXIT 
END 





Observed Eccentricity and Calculated Eccentricities 
Calculated by·Correlations 1 through 6 
No. de Eobs El E2 _n:~~:s E3 E~ E5 E5 
1 -·· 1 .040 1.00 1.07 .95 1. 0 6" 1.04' .,. 1.05 1.05 2 ''" 1 .060 1.00 1. 17 1.12 1.13 1.11 1.12 i .,, 1.12 
.., ..... l .060 l· 18 1.17 j, I l ?. lel:2 l. I ll lal2 l • 12 ) .. , .. 4''· 1 .070 1. 46 1.24 1.22 1.18 1.18 .,, 1.20 1. 20; 
5 ~~ 1 .120 2.14 1. 71 1. 91 1.52 1. 61 1.70 1.69 
6''' 1 • 130 1.72 1.83 2.07 1.61 1.75 1.86 1! 8'~ .,, 
7''' 1 • 15 0 2. 11 2.11 2.40 1.80 1.97 2.12 2.10 .,. 
1 -·-.,. 2 .080 1.13 1.13 1.04 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 
'~:~ 2 .090 ll 18 l. 17 l. l 0 lal2 l.l~ l.l~ J. J 2 
3''' 2 • 110 1.26 ·1. 25 1.24 1.18 i.2o 1.20 1.19 ·. .,. 
l... ·'· 2 • 150 1.27 1.4·7 1.58 1.32 1. 39 1.40 1.39 .....
s-·· 2 .l60 l! 48 l.5:2 1R61 1.36 l.·H::1 ld:1 J .~6 - .. , ..
6''' 2 .210 1.88 1.92 2.18 1.62 1.78 1.81 1.79 '(' 
7 -·-.,, 2 • 220 2.08 2.01 2. 29 1.67 1.84 1.88 1.86 
8 ;:~ 2 a2:2Q Za34 2 I 11 Zd:Q 1.1:2 l. 2] J I~(-, 1 .• 2'~ 
1 -·- 4 • 190 1. 18 1. 1 s 1.08 1.13 1.10 1.09 1.08 .,, 2 , .. ... ll. 
.220 l. 23 1.20 1.17 1.17 1. 22' 1.19 1.18 
... ) .. ,, 
:) ..... '~" • 2tr0 l. 21 1. 2'~ )..23 l.2l la2Q 1.2~ l I 22 
l~ ~:: 4 .290 1. 2'~ 1.35 1. 41 1.30 1.38 1. 3Lr 1.31 5 ... ... 4 • tr 10 1.69 1.71 1.92 1.59 1.62 1.56 1. 53 
J ::: 6 .090 1200 J. ~ 0 l .f!t l I Q 2 ], I Q 1_ 1 I Q 1 . 1 I Q 1 
2 ·'· .,, 6 • 120 1.04 1.03 • 87 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03 
3 ~:c 6 • 1Lr0 1.08 1.04 .89 1.06 1.04 1.04 1. Olr 
4~:~. 6 • 150 1.00 1.04 .90 1.07 1.04 1.04 . ) • 0':· 
5 >:~ 6 • 160' 1. 10 1.0 5: .• 91 1.08 1.05 1.06 1.06 
6 ...  ,. 6 • 210 1.13 1.09 .98 1.14 1 •. 11 1."11 1.11 
:z ~:~ Q .2~0 la09 l. l r J • 0 l l.J 1 l • l 2 l.l~ J ··l"i . 
8 ·'· .,. 6 • 2L~O 1.13 1.12 1.03 1.18 1.16 1.17 1.16 
9 •'• .,. 6 .280 1.15 1. 17 1.11 1.24 1.23 1.25 1. 2'~ 
10 ~:~ 6 • 320 1. 21 1.22 1.20 1.32 1.30 1.32 1.31 
1 -·· .,. 7 .zoo 1. 05 1.0 3 .87 1. 03 1.04 1.03 1.02 
2 ·'· .,. 7 • 230 1.07 1. 04 • 89 1.04 1.05 1.04 1.04 
~ ~:: 7 .300 1. l' 1.07. .92 J,~07 lt09 l~Q:Z la06 4,:: 7 .350 1.12 1.10 1.00 1.09 1.14' 1.11 . 1. 10 
5•'• .,. 7 .390 1.16 1.13 1.04 1.11 1.18 1e14 1.13 
6 ~:c 7 .4·50 1. 19 1.17 1. ll 1! 15 1aZ4 1!19 1. 1R 
7 ,;, 7 .530 1.27 1.24 1.22 1.21 1.30 1.24 1.23 
8)~ 7 .590 1.22 1. 30 1.32 1.26 1.37 1.30 1.28 
2,~ I .6~0 l.!tC lia !t l h !1:2 J. ~5 l.~R l • ~ l J.,o 
10,:: 7 • 720 1.36 1. 44. 1.54 1.38' 1.39 1.32 1.31 
11* 7 .900 1. 46 .· 1. 69 1.90 1.59 1.47 1.38 1.38 l ,,~ 7 1~zoo 1.73 Z·Z!t 2.24 2 .oz lt62 1.51 l!5!;; 
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TABLE VII( continued) 
No. de Eobs El E2 E3 E4: njts E5 Efi 
1 ·'· 8 .zoo 1.07 1.01 .84 1.03 1.01 ... 1.01 1.01 2 ... 8 • 220 1. () 5 1.02 .85 1.03 1.02 1.02 ... 1.02 
? ... ~~ 
1;3 a ze Q 1, I 1 () 1.~03 .!17 I. Q 6 laOlt l • O"t J I QL~ ~ .. ,~ 
4:::: 8 .370 1.08 1.06 .92 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.08 
3 ~:- 8 .460 1.15 1.09 .98 1.15 1.11 1.12 1.12 
6 ... .,, a .600 1.24 J: .15 1.09 1.26 1.20 1.21 1.22 
7 ~:: 8 .970 1.20 1.19 1.15 1.32 1.25 1.27 1.27 
" .. , .. 8 .770 1.;22 1.2~ l.Z~ la9:2 1.:20 1.~2 1.:2~ r) ... , .. 1 ... 9 .290 1.07 1.06 .9 2 1.09 1.07 1.08 1.07: .,. 2 ... 9 .350 1.12 1.09 .97 1.13' 1.12 1.13 1.12 -..... 
3~!.: 9 .l~5 0 1.15 1.15 1.0 7 1.21 1.20 l.Z2 lt20 
't ~:( 9 .530 1. 20 1. 21 1.17 1.29 1.28 1.32 1.29 5 ... .,. 9 • 620 1.26 1. 28 1.30 1.39 1.34 1.39 1.35 
l -:~.l ~) .?~Q 1 .~H 1.Q~ • ac J.QL:- 1.0:2 1.0:2 l. ~.n 
2 ~:: 10 
.330 1.09 1.06 .9 2 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.08 
3~!'10 .430 1. 15 1. 10 1.00 1.15 1.14 1.ll~ 1. llt 
lt:!:j Q .lt90 1. H3 1.13 1. Q 2 1.20 1. 12 1.12 l. 1 q 
5'no • 510 1.15 1.14 1. 07 1.21 1.21 1.21 1. 20 
6;!:1 0 .580 1.21 1.19 1.14 1. 27· 1.24 1.24 1. 24· 
1 ::q Q I (;d(J J I 2Q J I 22 l. 2Q l • 32 J I 28 l.2q J I 2(~ 
p:: 11 .170 1.07 1.05 • 91 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.06 
2 :!; 11 • 240 1.12 1. 11 1.00 1.13 1.15 1.14 1.13 
;? ::~ 1 l !290 ], • 1lt 1.1!2 '1.09 l.l2 1.22 l.22 1.12 
A::: 11 .330 1. 15 l. 20 1.17 1.25 1.27 1.27 1.24 
5'n 1 .380 1. 2":- 1. 27' 1.28 1.32 1.31 1.31 1.27 
l :::12 I l9:'t l. 0 ~ l. J Q l.QQ l. 12 J.Q9: l I O't , • Qlo. 
2:!: 12 .224 1.25 1.26 1. 26 1.28 1.17 1.17 1.17 
3:nz • 243 1. 44 1.31 1.33 1.33 1.20 1.20 1.20 
4:::12 !280 l· 6l l.4l l! 49 l.l:-2 la2a l.jR l.:?B 
1:!:13 • 14lr 1.02 1. 10 1.00 1.12 1.04 1·.04 ·1. 04 
2::~13 .226 1.30 1.26 1.26 1.29 1.19 1.19 1.19 
3_:!: l ~ .2~2 1. !JA 1.:22 1.:25 l • :2 5 J • 25 1 • 2 5 l.21j 
4:!•13 .268 1. 61 1.37 '1.43 1.40 1.29 1.28 1.29 
1:n4 .305 1.02 1.07 .94 1.12 1.03 1.03' 1.04 
2::: l4 .lr5 6 1.15 1 •. 16 1!09 1.26 1116 lal6 lalP. 
3:::1lr .559 1.36 1.24. 1.22 1.38 1.25 1.25 1.29 
1:!¢15 .299 1. 01 1.07 .95 1.12 1.04 1.04 1.05 
z.::: l !2 .41~ lsl2 lal2 la QZ 1.2:2. l. J !t 1 .Jlt J I J ~ 
3:n5 • 518 1.38 1.23 1.20 1.36 1.26 1.26 1.30 
l~t 16 • 151 1.05 1.10 1.00 1.09 1.10 1.08 1.08 
2_*'16 .202 l! 18 l.l9 l.l2 lal7 1.22 1.12 1.11 
3*16 .263 1.34 1.. 32 . l. 36 1.28 1.38 1.33 1.31 
4*16. • 260. 1.34 1.31 1.35 1.27 1.37 1.33 1.31 
1::(11 al:Z1 l.!l:Z l. llt l.Qc I l.l~ l.QB l.Q1 1.~n 
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TABLE VII(continued) 
No. de Eobs El E2 ,E,3 \ E2 E6 n*s 
2>:~17 .233 1. 2l~ 1. 2L~ 1.23 1.23 1.30 1.27 l. 25. 
3:n7 .268 1.37 1.32 1.36 1.30 1. L~ 1 1.37 1.35 
/1.:;: 17 
.267 1.35 1.32 1.35 1.29 1.40 1.36 1.34 
1·nn • 135 1.00 1. 05 .91 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 
2•n8 .210 1.00 1.07 .93 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 
3:::18 • 24:> 1.05 1.09 .98 l.Q8 1.oa la06 1 •• 06 
L~ :;: 18 .340 1. 15 1.18 1.13 1.15 1. 23' 1.18 ' 1.17 
5•::18 .355 1.20 1.20 1.16 1.·1 7 1.26 1.21 1.20 
1•n9 .230 1. 01 1.0 5 .91 . 1. 07 1.06 1.05 . 1. 06 
2•n9 .295 1.03 1.09 .97 1.11 1.19 1.18 1. 18 
3•::),9 .330 1.09 l· 11 1.01 J,. 14 ld.'l 1.17 J a 1 B 
Lr::: 19 .350 1.12 1. 12 1.04 1.16 1. 21 1.20 1.21 
5:::19 
·'1·08 1.30 1.17 1.11 1.22 1.32 1.31 1.31 
6 :;: 19 • 1:·25 lt:22 l! l9 lt l Lt ' 1.22 l.~a l •. -i6 1. ~~· 
1•::zo .200 1.21 1.38 1.Lr5 1.33 1.56 1.:5 8 1.53 
2 ·:~2 o .250 1. 48 1.60 1. 76 1.51 1.71 1.73 1.69i 
3•::zo .'3QQ 1 I L 2 ld6 2 .lJ l.:Z2 J.Bc J • a q J • c; 5 
L~:;:z o .350 2.00 2.17 2.47 1.97 2. 01 2.05 2.02 
1 :;: 2 1 .288 1. 2 J. 1.20 1.17 1.27 1.28 1.32 1.32 
z•::zl 
·'tl2 1.20 1. Lr2 la 2J l. ~lt la Ld2 1.~6 J.~:z 
.3•:•21 • L~ 7 5 1.66 1.56 1.71 1.70 1.47 1. 5Lr 1.56 
4:::21 .537 1.8 2 1.72 1.93 1.89 1.55 1.63 1.66 
~ :::21 at2QO la99 l. 2Q 2.15 2. ll J.Q2 la1l J .16 
1•::22 .400 1.27 1.35 1. 39 1.48 1.36 1 •. 39 1.39 
2•::22 .450 1.33 1.A-4 1. 54 1.61 1.40 l.L~4 1. 4L~ 
3:::2 2 1 500 1! 41 1!54 1. 69 1.15 !.42 le42 1.20 
L~~~ 2 2 .550 1.48 1. 66 1.85 1.90 1.49 1.54 1.55 
5::~22 .590 1. 54 1.7 6 1.98 2.02 1.52 1.58 1.60 
l ~::2 :3 .:125 l I Q6 l.Q ~ .22' J. ll J.o:z J. QH J a !l a 
2~:2 3 • L~ 13 1.12 1. 09 .99 1.18 1.14 1 •. 15 1. 15. 
3•::23 • .!~50 1.14 1.11 1.02 1.21 1.17 1.18 1.19 
Ll.:::z 2 • ;24Lr lelB. lel7 l·ll le:2l·· 1.2:2 1.22 1.26 
5:::23 .613 1.21 1. 21 1.19 1.39 1.26 1.29 1. 30 
1:::24 .zoo 1.02 1. 01 • 84 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.02 
2:::2 't l. Q 2 .as l I Q~ l. 0:3 l I 03 J.Q1 
3 ~::z 4 • 88 1.07 ·1.0q 1.06 .. 1.06 
L}:::24 .91 1.10 1.09 1.10. 1.10 
s:::z~ .22 1.1a l. l't 1.15 l. 15 
1:::2 5 .92 1.10 1.11 1.11 1. 11 
2:::2 5 .93 1. 11 1.12 1.13 1.12 
:2::'2 ~ l. 1 3 l. l ~ l I l L.., J I 1 4 
4:::25 1 .• 15'· 1.15 1.16 1.15 
5::cz 5 1.17 1.16 1.17 1.16 
Q::cz2 1.18 1.11 lal8 l. 11 
l::C26 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.04 1.04 
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TABLE V!I(continued) 
o. de Eobs El E2 E3 n*s ~ E~ E5 E6 
2 :::;:: 6 .zao . 1. 05 1. 11 1.01 LOB 1.05 1.06 1.06 
"3 :;: ?. 6 t2R'.l l.Ol '1. 12 la 0 2 11 QCI l.Q6 lai)1 J • Q:Z 
L!- :;: 2 6 • 3 27· 1. 11 1.15 1.08 1. 11 1.09 1.11 1 .. 10 
5 ,:,z 6 
.368 1.13 l. 19 1.15 1.14 1.14 1.16 1.16 
o':'26 I.J.. ....,: rt l. 24 1.27 l!28 1!20 la24 laZ2 l.2t: ! ' .;;: () 
1 :::z 7 .287 1.12 1.11 1.02 l. 15 1.12 1.11 1.12 
2 ':'27 • 322 1.13 1.14 1.07 1.19 1.18 1.16 1.17 
-~ :;: 21 I 1 lt.i~ 1 I J LI. l. l1 J I 1 1 l • 22 J.2Q J .l a -1. 1 q 
4>:<27 .380 1.24 1.20 1.17 1.27 1.27 1.26 1. 27 
s •:'z 7 • 11· 21 1.34 1.25 1. 2t~ · 'l. 32 1.35 1.34 1.35 
6;.'.'27 • Lr 70 1.53 1. 31 1.34 1. LrO 1.49 l.Lt- 7 l.L~<j 
1 ::<28 • 20Lr 1. 19 1.09 .98 1.14 1.16 1.17 1.16 
2 :;: 2 [l • 21 Q 1 1 32 1. 1 0 .q2 l • l 5 
-
J • 2,, l • 2 £i J • z:::; 
1 ':'2 9 .236 1.sa 1. 12 1.04 1.22 1.32 1.33 1.38 
2 ':'2 9 • 245 1. 55 1.13 1.05 1. 2'~ 1. 34· 1.35 1.40 
l ::: ~ Q 
.311 l. ll l. Qlt .82 ] • Q 8 1. J3 l • H· r. n 
z•::3o .418 l. 23 1. 06 .92 l. 10 1.19 1.20 1.19 
3':'30 .462 l. 41 1.07 .94 1. 12 1.27 1.29 1.2B 
t,. ::: ~ (~ 
.2()1:1 ] I I.-~ 1.QB .21 ] I 1 ~- Ja~Cl 1 .13 J • ~2 
5':'3 o .583 l. 71 1. 11 1.02 1.19 1.35 1.38 1.37 
1 ::~ 3 1 .379 l. 10 1.04 .90 1;,09 1. 13 1.13 1.14 
2 :;: ;31 .414 1. 24- 1.02 .9 2 1. 11 1·112 1d9 ltl9 
3 ::<31 .L:-38 1. 31 1.06 .93 1. 12 1. zt~ 1.25 1.25 
t, ::~ 3 1 .501 1. 11 1.08 .96 1.16 1.29 1.29 1.30 
2 :;::2 1 15~0 J 1 ') 0 l. 1 Q I ~2 l I l.R J. ::n ld2 1 .:2~ 
1 ::~ 3 2 .301 1.29 1. 09 .9 8 1 • 1 Lt· 1.32 1.32 1.29 
2:::32 • 314 1.32 1.10 1.00 1.15 1.34 1.35 1. 31 
J. :;: 23 .273 . l· 10 1.08 ~9 2 lt09 1d2 ld~ l~lO 
2 ::~33 • 294 1.09 1.09 .98 1.10 1.13 1 .1 Lt 1.11 
3>:~ 3 3 .314 1.09 1.10 .99 1. 11' 1.14 1.15 1.12 
J :;:~ 6 I LHJ 2 l. Q f\ l.Q5 I 2 J J I J 2 J • J 2 l .J 2 1 • 11 
2 ::~3 6 .449 1. 11 1.07 .94 1.15 1. l Lt 1.14 1. 13 
3>!~3 6 .502 1.12 1. 08 .97 1.18 1.16 1.17 1.16 
l'n7 .380 1. 17 1.0 5 .90 l-10 1.09 lt09 1.09 
z:::3 7 l. 20 1.07 • 9 Lr 1. 1l~ 1.16 1.17 1.17 
3':'3 7 1.50 1.07 • 9 '~ 1. 14 1.17 1.18 1. 18 
L;.:!:2 7 J .. ~~ 1.02 1 9B lall3 la2l l.22 1 • 22 
s':'3 7 1.69 1. 11 1.02 '1.22 L25 1.27 1.27 
1:::3 8 1. 06 1.05 .91 1.10 ·1. 08 1.08 1.08 
2':'28 l· 11 l! 0 Q 19 2 ldZ l.ll lall j I l l 
3'~38 1.15 1.08 .96 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.16 
Lt· :::3 8 1.20 1. 11 1.02 1.22 1. 23 1.25 l. 25 
J :::~ 2 I ·H1 !2 l.~cs 1 I QZ .25 1 • J 6 1 I 1 8 J .18 1 • 2 J 
2:::3 9 l P") ... , • J-.:; .J 1.62 1.08 .97 1. 18 1. 20 1.20 1. ~3 
3:::3 9 .465 1.70 1. 10 .• 99 1.21 1.21 1.22 l. 25 
Lr :;: 3 9 .505 1.76 1.11 1. 0 2 1.25 l. 24 1.25 1. 29 
lo8 
TABLEVII(continued) 
No. de Eobs El E2 EJ E1 E2 n*s E~ 
5 ~:•3 9 .5(39 1.80 1.16 1~09 1;33 1".30 1.31 1.36 
l•!:L~ 0 • 28'r 1.32 1.14 1.06 1.19 1.45 1.46 1.4L 
2 ~:·'~0 .301 1. 52 1. 16 1.09 l. 21 l. 50 1. 5 ], l-46 
1 •!•41 .223 1.13 1.11 1.01 1.15 1.30 1.31 1.27 
1 :!•42 • 230 1.54 1.12 1.03 1.22 1.34 1.35 1. '~0 
2•!•42 .234 1. 65 1.13 1.04 1.22 1.34 1.35 1.40 
1 ~:•43 • 3.25 1.11 1.13 1.04 1. 31 1.23 1.23 1.32 
1 ,;:LJ-4 
·''r37 1.12 1.06 .93 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14 
1 -:~ 11· 5 
·'t3 7 1.09 1. 06 .92 1.11 1:09 1.0R 1:Q9 
2)!:45 .503 1.16 1.08 .96 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.15 
3 ~:-4 5 .531 1.21 1.09 .98 1.16 1.17 1.16 1.18 
4*45 .612 1.41 1.12 1.03 1.21 1.24 1.24 1.26 
5 ~:·'~ 5 .665 1.61 1.14 1.07 1.25 1.29 1.28 1. :::Sl 
l :;: '1· 6 .~22 ll ll ·l· 22 l.2!t la09 l.Q~ laQ2 J I Q ff 
·2 -:·'~6 .376 1. 11 1.28 1.29 1.11 1.10 1.12 1. 1o: 
3•!•Lt6 .414 1.16 1.34 1.39 1.13 1.14 1.16 1.1':· 
~-:'46 .4;27 'J.2:3 l. 38 l~t~5 1.15 1.16 1.12 l. 16 
5'!'46 • '~ 8 1 1.31 1. L1-6 1.57 1.18 1.21 1.26 1.21 
1-::4 7 • 193 1.14 1.13 1.05 1.20 1.23 1.18 1.24 
2 :;:Lt- 7 
.2lB la l7 1 I 11 1d2 1.22 1.21.1 1.2~ l. :2l 
3 •!•Lt 7 .244 1.23 1.22 1.19 1.32 1.34 1.28 1. 3 7' 
4'!•£r 7 • 2 5Lr 1.23 1.24 1.22 1.34 1.37 1.30 1.40 
5 :;:L~ 7 ! 2Cl5 J.. L;-1 1. 30 1.32 1143 1. 44 1.36 1 !49 
1-!•48 • 795 1.06 1.28 1.29 1. 08 1. OLr 1. 05 . 1.05 
2 :;:L'r 8 .951 1.12 1. 40 1.47 1.12 1.07 1.09 1.09 
:2 ;:~Lt a 1.011? 1 I 1 l!- l.'t2 la26 l.l~ l.Q2 l.l2 1.12 
1 :!•49 • 190 1.22 1.13 1.04 1.15 1.17 1.14 1.15 
2~:-49 .218 1.23 1.17 1.11 1.20 1.22 1.19 1.20 
3:::49 • 236 1. 31 1. 20 1.16 1.23 1.26 1.23 J.. 2'~ 
4~!;49 .264 1.38 1.25 1.25 1.29 1.32 1. '28 1.30 
s:::49 • 279 .. 1. 47 1.28 1.29 1.32 1.36 1.31 1.33 
··- - !:!~l!l~IIQbl EQB ~QBBEI 6\IIQ~I l == :z.6Q AYEB~GE PEB~E~IMzE 
t.\VERt\GE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION FOR CORRELATION 2 = 13.63 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION FOR CORRELATION 3 == 7.42 
8~EB~G~ ~EBGEtH&\GE QE\li CJII 0~ EDB GD8 BEL~ T !0['1 ~ - 6.16 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION FOR CORRELATION 5 6.01 
AVERAGE PE~CENTAGE DEVIATION FOR CORRELATION. 6 - 5.86 
"" 
-- . 
Ln(Eo x We) 
Figure 24. Plot o:f Ln(E•Re) versus ( •We) 
Appendix D. 
Nomenclature 
a = horizontal diameter, em 
a' = a/2 , em 
A = surface area of drop, cm2 
b = vertical diameter of drop, em 
b' = b/2 , om 
c = 4 ~ ~ , d~ag coefficient, dimensionless 
3 p<! Ut 
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~ column diameter, om 
=\Jl-(l/E) 2 , dimensionless 
= a/b, eccentricity of drop, dimensionless 
= gAPa~/(Jt, Eotvos number, dimensionless 
= a function 
= ui; g de , Froude number, dimen.sionless 
=acceleration due to gravity, 981 cm/s,ec2 
Sh 
= ife i§c•/t j factor, dimensionless 
= nth obsel"V'ation 
of observations 
P: = 
Re = de Tit 44Jc , Reynolds number, dimensionless 
s = system number 
S = distance, em 
Sc = t-£0 /Pc Dv , Schmidt number, dimensionless 
Sh = k0 / dj_ Dv , Sherwood number, dimensionless 
We = fJc de U~j , Weber number, dimensionless 
Dv =molecular diffusivity, cm2/sec 
111 
kc = individual continuous phase mass transfer coefficient 
Greek Letters 
l = a~, interfacial tension, dynes/em 
/1 = viscosity, centipoises 
p :::: density, gm/ml 
~p :::: IPa- Pal , density difference, gm/ml 
eft :::: J, interfacial 
Subscripts 
c = continuous phase 
d = dispersed phase 
n = nth observation 
tension, dynes/em 
1 = characteristic length of the particle used 
p = peak value 
s =dimensions of a sphere o-f eamevolu:rn.e as particle 
used 
t = terminal value 
l,2,3j • 1st, 2nd a!ltt_:3ret observations OI' numbers 
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